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SCANDAL
PLAN
cotton, tobacco, rice or any other
staple. 1
Several well-known men who have
NOT iNDLD recently seen Mr. Roosevelt report 'b' .
'being 171(ire walked up "M. ` CONTRACTOTC—Ar -ITYMARSH-THE NEW FIRE LIMIT 0
. 
the scandals of this department than i GOT BRICKWORK FOR NANCE WILL BE VERY
Over anything else that has happen- I NEW STABLE.
PURSUED IN 'FALSIFY- ed to his administration. They strike! 
SPECIFIC.
ING COTTON REPORTS every section of the country hard 'Assignee Gus Smith Does Not Know City Engineer Washington Wants
where legitimate trade is carried on i Yet When He Will Sell CigarGIVEN OUT. To Read So That Nobody Can
Contract Let Iron Clad
extensively in the fleecy staple. Stock—Other Business. Misunderstand Same. -
The scandals will undoubtedly be
It
'drive the goats into the towns and
;villages several; times a day, and the
;customer desiring milk gets it right
fresh from the "nannie," for she is
-irr- front- of the --door -and
milked right then' and there
The goats are fairly good milk pro-
ducers until they are from II to 12
years old.
PANAMA CANAL COMMISSION.
DETAILS JUST HANDED
SECRETARY WILSON.
Richard Cheatham, of Cotton Ex-
change, Has Been Investigating
The Matter Further.
NEW SECRETARY OF
AGRICULTURE LIKELY.
New York, July I8.—A letter is
now in the hands of the Secretory of
Agriculture Wilson, says the Herald,
the contents of which have been
sworn to, that relates in detail meth-
ods said to have been pursued in the
-alleged faisification of the govern-
ment report of June 2. The com-
munication purports to exporse the
entice inner working* of the plans.
No information is vouchsafed by the
Herald as to the writer of the letter,
but he is said to be one of the men
whose connection with the affair is a
nutter public knowledre but vAsoiso
identity is withheld for eh, present.
The assertions coartained in the let-
ter, continues the Herald, relate in
minute detail the precise manner in
which the official report was tam-
pered with; 'who took part in the op-
eration; to what event the fraud was
perpetrated and where and how the
proofs of the charges in the letter
may be found
Richard Cheatham and Heroic Jor-
dan, respectively Secretary and Tress
rer of the Southern Cotton Grow-
ers' association, who, with active co-
operation of aeveral New York men,
have conducted a private investiga-
tion hero are now in Waohington,
where they expect to confer with
Secretary Wilson over the contents
of the lento.
That the letter is accurate in its
information is declared beyond doubt.
An outline of its contents has been
given to Morgan H Beach, district
attorney of the District of Columbia.
one of the officials employed to take
up the inveotigatien, and it was this
development that brought Mr. Beach
to New York Monday to enter into
consultation oith the counsel retain-
ed by the Southern Cotton Growers'
association and take over the evi-
dence they had discovered
WILSON MAY RETIRE.
This is the Understanding in Wash-
ington—New Man Wanted.
Washington, July r8.—The impres-
aion in official and other circles is
growing that by the time congress
tweets there will he a new secretary
of agriaultiare. This would bye
happened, in all probability, even if
the scandals in conneclion with cot-
ton crop reports had not arisen. Sec-
retary Wilson has served continuous-
ly wince the beginning of the first
McKinley administration.
Mr. Wilson is a practical farmer.
That was hie principal. occupation at
the time of being invited, into the
McKinley cabinet. His appointment
was primarily suggested by Senator
Allison. Mr W
irs 
ilson is a very en-
th astic man on everything pertain-
ing to agriculture As fortunes go,
the seoretary is not a 'rich man, for
comparatively few people can pile up
a big amount of money in tilling the
soil; but the understanding is that
during almoat seventy years on this
----nnendane-sphere- he ins
enough to be rated among the corn-
fortebly fixed.
As long ago as 1872 the Iowa Re-
tipublicans f ent him to congress. Af-
ter two 4 mis in the 'House they re-
tiredi him to private life, but return-
ed him to the house for the congress
immediately preceding the election of
Grover Cleveland to the presidency
in 1884. In the intaxim Mir. Wilson
served on the Railway Commission of
Iowa. After quitting congress the
second time he was for six years pre-
vious to becoming secretary of agri-
culture director of the agricultural
experiment station and Professor of
Agriculture in the Iowa Agricultural
college at Ames.
Wants Wide Awake Man
The talk 'here is that President
Roosevelt is going to prit a man at
the 'head of the department who will
keep his eyes and oasis a little wider
open, so that underlings may not
during thz balance of -his administra-
tion have the slightest opportunity to
juggle or aoll information regarding
4
brought to the front in congress nex
winter. Me. Wilson has clashed fre-
quently with certain congressmen
He was reported to have made a
speech some months ago in Vermont
in which he reflected unjustly and
severely upon. the South. The secre-
tary is reported to have denied that
he used the language attributed to
him. But the press association sent
out the synopsis of his reniarks. The
understanding here i; Congrosman
Licingston of Georgia with resent the
alleged insult in a speech next win-
ter.'
FELL DEAD WHILE PURSUED.
Excitement of Chase Proved Too
Much for Suspect at Ashland.
Ashland, Ky., July & 0.
Detectives Bingham and Payne ar-
rested two men, one a negro, in the
C. & 0. yards here. They were sus:
pected of breaking into a box car.
The prisoners made a dash for liber-
ty: the officers pursued. The white
man stumbled and fell, and when the
officers reached him he was found to
be dead. The coroner's jury render-
ed a verdict of heart failure from ex-
citement. Papers on the dead man
indicate that he is F. M. Blount, of
Richmond, Va . and he wore a print-
tr's badge
Well Known Man
M. J. T. WYATT DIED YESTER
DAY MORNING NEAR
. WOODVILLE.
" " Watkins, the Unique News-
Paper Man, Died at the Graves
County Poor Farm.
Yesterday morning Mr. J. T.Wyatt
died at the home of his nephew, Mr.
James Wyatt, of near Woodville,
rear the line dividing this' colony
and Ballard. The deceased had
been afflicted with paralysis for the
past twenty years and this ailment
gradually creeping over his body
brought death at last.
Mr. Wyatt was eighty years of age
and a widely known man of that vi- DREAM AS CLEW TO MURDER.
cinity. He was an old bachelor and
had many friends here in Paducah. Story of Man Who Says He Had Via.
where he often came on business in
days gone by. He was a vaiucd mem
net of .the Odd Fellows, and also
affiliated with the Masonic organizs-
oon. He leaves only two brothers
io his immediate family, Messre. A.
J. and R. N. Wyatt, of the Woodville
neighborhood.
This afternoon at 3 o'clock the re-
mains will be buried at the McKen-
ciree cemetery.
Liveryman John B. Terrell yester-
day awarded, the contract for the
now brick stable he is to erect on
Jefferson between Fourth and Fifth
streets. The brickwork goes to Con-
tractor Al Hymarsh, while the car-
penter work goes to Acree & Nie-
man.
Not Yet Sold.
The Brown & Shelton cigar estab-
lishment on Broadway near Fourth
street is yet closed and it is not
known When Assignee Gus T. Smith.
will sell the outfit, the creditors at-
tempting to force into bankruptcy the
fhin that made an assignment.
Crops of County.
Farmers in from the county state
that the corn crop this year is goinn
to be one of the best and fullest ever
grown in this section, as it looks fine
now and will be improved by the time
it. is tiken in. The tobacco crop will
develop about a two-third crop. The
tillers of the soil state they have
plenty of rain now, and, in fact, too
much at some places, with the result
that a little damage was done to the
crop, but not much
Chinese Laundry.
John Mong Wang, a Chinaman ar-
rived here yesterday from Memphis,
Tenn., and is preparing to open a
laundry in the empty building beside
Gockel's bakery on South Third be-
tween Broadway and Kentucky ave-
nue. He will have several more Mon-
golians to ceme inorn the Bluff City.
Lumber Inspector.
Mr H. A. Rose, the lumber man,
has received word that he is re-ap-
pointed inspector of all the lumber
used by the United States govern-
ment at the Rock Island, Ill., arsenal.
He has held the place a year already
and has to approve all the timber
used there
New Saloon Building.
Contractor John Dunlap, of this
city, has been awarded the contract
for the new saloon building at Brook
port by the hfurphysboro Brewinns
company.
Widely Known but Comical.
Many friends in not only Paducah
but this and adjoining states as well,
will regret 'to learn of the death of
that widely known young mans Wil-
liam Watkins, the editor of "The
Moon," which he started in this city
a number of years ago. He breathed
his last at the Graves county poor
farm near Mayfield last Saturday, of
consumption, which he ciontracted
while traveling over the country in
his ramblings around the globe.
Mlr. Watkins was well known here
iv Paducah, where he worked for
years on the different newspapers in
the capacity of preseman. He had ,a
very entertaining hut comical dispo-
sition and his writings were amus-
ing to all. He was about forty years
winter at the home of his brothers
Thomas Watkins, ten miles north of
Mayfield. Last Saturday he was
moved to the poor farm, but died in
lees than two hours after 'making
his trip "Over the Hill to the Poor
House."
LITTLE BOY DIED.
Grandson of Mr. M. B. Nash Died
Yesterday in Louisville.
Mr. M. B. Nash yesterday, received
word that at 2 o'clock in the after-
noon his grandoon, George Hender-
son Saunders, died at the home of
its parent% Mr. and Mts. Jack Saun-
ders, of Ionrisville. The little boy
was six years of age and expired af-
ter an *loess with dysentery.
Mrs, Nash and daughter Miss Bet-
tie, went up Sunday to attend the
bedside of the sick child.
A severe hail etiarm
Ala., destroyed about
left in the fields.
nap of Tragedy.
Troy, Pa., July 18—The best de-
tectives in Northern Pennsylvania
and Southern New York are endeav-
oring to fathom the mystery sur-
rounding the nitsrder of Policeman
Edward Fenner. Troy borough has
offered $300 and Broadford county
$700 for information that will lead to
the apprehension of the murderer.
A dream of a local seer about the
hour the shooting was committed
may yet play a part in unveiling the
mystery. Comford Smith, of Colum-
bia Cross Roads, came to Troy and
told of his dream. He has a reputa-
tion foe dreaming of things which ac-
holly happen either at the time he
is dreaming or afterwards. He says
that some little time after midnight
'he saw in a vision Fenner fighting in
the moonlight with the men. One
ma., he says, was wounded its the
arm before the officer fell dead. In
line with the dream is the story of
Miro Stewart, who lives near the
scene of the shooting. She says she
was awakened by the groan of a man
who passed 'her 'home and that two
men were dragging or assisting an-
other one.
NEW METHOD TRIED BY MOB.
Sumpter. S. C., July 18—An at-
tempt at criminal assault on a white
woman was made at New Sumter,
three miles north of here, Sunday.
Pile negro, who was arrested, but
rot identified positively, was sent to
Columbia for safe-keeping. A com-
mittee from' the neighborhood confer
red with Judge Purdy today, promis-
ing to bring in another negro who
has been arrested for the crime, if
Or shall be granted an immediate
trial Judge Purdy agreed, and the
COrnmittee left for the place where it
has the negro hid.
CHOLERA CLEARS
OUT A VILLAGE.
Gen. Noes Headquarters, Manchu
ria, July i8.—Cholera has cleared out
the village of Teikoton, which lies on
the Liao diver, north of Kanping.
The epidemic b.-tame so virulent that
the Russian coaalry stationed there
near Athens, fled along with all the inhabitants.
all the crops iThe heavy ruins still continue. There
is little fighting.
The council intends to make one of
the most rigid fire I mit ordinances
ever enforced in any city the coun-
try over, so that there will be no
ifs and ands about it when obedience
to same arises. Realizing that the
city engineer is the person having to
contend with the measure more than
anybody, they have rcferred. to him
and the ordinance committee the ;mat-
ter of getting up the bill.
Always heretofore '11- scrtrie years
past the fire limits have been bound-
sad ;by the territory inside Monroe,
commencing at First, out Monroe to
Fifth, up Fifth to Broadway, out so
a; to include both sides of Broadway
to Sixth, back down to Fifth, then
up Fifth to Clark, down Clark to the
river front, and lonis. , the water's
edge to Monroe and First, at the
point of beginning. Inside the fire
limits, that includes the business part
of town, the city authorities will not
allow any frame buildings to be erect-
ed, hoping in this restriction to final-
ly weed out the mercantile section of
frames as those already up wear out
and have to be torn down. Now the
limits are to be extended so as to
include from Fifth and Monroe out
to Seventh and Monroe, up Seventh'
to Wkshington, dawn the latter thor-
oughfare to Fifth, and then back to
Fifth and Monroe This territory is
to be added to the fire district and
in drawing up the ordinance that was
preesnted Monday night at the coun-
cil the measure went ahead and said
frame outhouses and frame "tene-
ment" houses could be built inside
the district, provided tin roofs are
put on, and corrugated iron covering
the sides to as to completely protect
the.v000dwork from exposure A "ten-
ement" house is ambiguous as to
moaning in this connection, and peo-
'pie wanting to build may claim they
have the right to put up a big tene-
ment structure. City Engineer Wash-
ington raised the point that conten-
ions and controversies would multi-
ply with regularity if the ordinance
was not made more explicit, and
stipulated in black and white simiply
enough for a child to understand, just
what could go up inside the district
and what could not.
The engineer comes in contact
with the ordinance every day, be-
cause when anyone puts up a new
building around town they have to
get a building permit from him, giv-
ing name of owner, cost of building,
character of material used, where lo-
cated, and such other information for
public recork
ROOT ADVISES
MAYOR WEAVER.
Says Philadelphia's Executive May
Start Criminal Prosecukions.
..••••••1111•11
Philadelphia, July t8.—As the re-
sult of the advice received from Elihu
Root, special counsel for Mayor Wea
ver, it is probable that the mayor will
within a few days, institute criminal
pi oceedings against certain persons
who are prominent in municipal af-
fairs. Mr. Root advises the mayor
that in the face of the refusal of Dis-
trict Attorney John C. Bell to take
the initiative in bringing further pros
ecutions the mayor should exorcise
los right to go before a magistrate
and carry the prosecutions as far as
the taw will permit ttim. This opin-
ion was sent to Mayor Weaver yes-
terday, and was the result of a con-
ference held in New York last Fri-
day. Those who participated in the
conference besides Mr. Root and the
Mayor were former United States
Attorney-General Wayne McVeigh,
who is special counsel for the com-
mittee of nine of this city; former
Judge James Gay Gordan, private
counsel for Mayor Weaver. and Ju-
lian T. Davis and Jos. Aueriraele
counsel for the committee of seventy.
DEPEND UPON THE
MALTESE GOAT.
People of Island of Malta Practically
Have No Cow's Milk.
Washington, July 03.-1"hte United
States consul on the island of Malta
reports to the department that the
200,000 people there practically have
no cow's milk, as so few bovines are
reared on the island. They depend
entirely upon the Maltese goat for
lacteal fluid. These goats live on
meer nothing. A cow would soon
dwindle down and die if it had to
hrowKe "On the pastures that appear
to be ample for the ;root. The milk
sells for from 8 to to centsoa quart.
The custom prevails generally to
embers Wiltor-T-Eie
Isthmus to Stay.
Washington, July 18.—Chairman
Shonts, of the Panama Canal com-
mission, Chief Engineer Stevens and
Col. 0. H. Ernst, also a member of
the commission and of its engineer-
ing committee, will sail for Panama
next Thursday on the steamer Mex-
ico, which has recently been pur-
chased and will make its first trip on
that date. Ty.- k.) other mentbers of
the commission, Mtaj. Harrod and
Gen. Haines, are on the isthmus, as
is also Gov. Magoon. Mr. Shonts
will not return to Washington before
leaving, but Mr.. Stevens will reach
here today to conclude matters in
his office, as he does not expect to
return from the isthmus for several
months.
TO OBE- -I'VE ECLIPSE OF SUN
Gibraltr•- July 18.—The United
States Mil tary cruios Dixie 'wing
on board the instrumeats aoot--
ials f, : olsservstii a station to be
ereci -; Bona, Alge;:ia, for the use
of th astronomers, who are to ob-
. the eclipse o fthe sont at Bona,
' 39: sailed for that port today.
There io to be a reunionost Cortfed-
sate vs•erani; at McKenzie, Tema..
- the 221d inst.
ESTABLISH:
REGENCY
SENSATIONAL REPORT AS TO
THE INTENTIONS OF THE
ZEMSTVOISTS.
W. C. T. U. Meets
TOMORROW AFTERNOON AT
THE FIRST BAPTIST
CHURCH.
• . 
Delightful Time at Lawn Social of
Newell Society— Missionary
Worker Passes Through.
There will be a meeting of the
Woman's Christian Temperance un-
ion at 3:30 o'clock tomorrow after-
noon in the lecture room of the First
Baptist church. All friends of the
cause are cordially invited.
Enjoyable Event.
Quite a large crowd of people en-
joyed the pretty lawn reception giv-
en last evening by the Newell society
of the Broadway Methodist church at
the residence of Mrs. William Eades
of Jefferson between Ninth and Tenth
streets. Refreshments were served,
and a charming social evening had.
Another Social
The Ladies Aid society of the
Tenth street Christian church gives
a lawn social at the church tomor-
row evening.
Foreign Missionary.
Miss Alice Waters passed through
here yesterday en route to Murray to
visit her mother', Mrs. Susan Waters.
The former has just returned from
Lung Kong, near Shanghai
where she ;has been for a number of
years teaching a misoion school, she
,having been sent to that foreign
land thirteen years ago by the Wo-
man's Mission Board of the Mem-
phis conference of Mkthodist church-
es. This is her first visit back for
eight years to visit relatives, and site
will spend several months. She is
distantly related to Dr. J. Robert
Coleman of this city.
FIRE DESTROYS
THE UNION STATION,
Louisville, Ky., July Oh—The Un-
ion passeinger station  at Tenth  and 
Broadway streets was destroyed by
fire last night entailing a loss of over
$35o,000. The insurance is not
known. The fire was discovered on
the top floor of the four story stone
tstructure and although every fire en-
gine in the city except, the reserves
was on the scene in a half hour the
flames gained steadily and two hours
afte rthe fire started the building was
eate:n to a shell.
Defective insulation on the electric
wires caused the fire.
CALEB POWERS
GETS MORE arEcics.
Newport, Ky., July 18.—Twelve
checks were received in the morning
mail by Caleb Powers from persons
in various parts of the United Stotts.
The checks call for amounts from
Ow to ntoo each.
It is said, that the contributions re-
je'ived by Powers during his long in-
carceration aggregate Ocica000.
In a demand for atandard wages
oeo miners are out on a strike at
Hazelton, Pa.
MOSCOW MEETING
DECLARED PROHIBITED.
M. Witte: Has Final Interview With
the Czar and Leaves En Route
to America.
HALF MILLION MEN
FOR MILITARY SERVICE.
St. Petersburg, July 18.—A sensa-
tional runior was current here today
that a large party of the ZernstvoiSts
arid Doumaists at Moscow are in 'fla-
vor of the proclamation of the depos-
ition of Emperor Nicholas and thees-
tablishment of a regency for the
Grand Duke Alexis Nikolaievitch
(the infant son of the emperor and
..eir to the throne) under four grand
dukes.
It is alleged that for this reas,Sn
the meeting of the all-Russian Zenist-
voist arid Dounraist congress, which
was to take place tomorrow at Mos-
cow has been prohibited.
; St. Petersburg, July 18.—It is an-
nounced that 475.246 men will be
called to perform military service dur
nor the present year.
ooOno...ersoesini 11,41"rhYra
St. Petersburg, July 18.—M. Witte
had a final interview with Emperor.
Nicholas at Peterhof today. Fortstkis
Minister Count LamsdorN was pres-
ent, showing thesoomelete harmony
of views between M. Witte and the
foreign minister. M. Witte leaves,
St. Petersburg for Paris torsion-ow as 4
companied by Mme. Witte. At Paris
they meet their daughter, who is the
wife of the secretary of the Russian
legation at Brussels. Mme. Witte
has no intention of joining her hus-
band later in America.
WANTS ALLIANCE 
1
WITH JAPANESE.
M. Witte Will Offer Carte Blanche
in China.
St. Petersburg, July 18.—M. Wit-
tt's program is to secure a Japanese'
alliance and to pre,enti the mikado
with carte blanche in China and with
fishery rights in Sakhalin, Kanttchatg
ka and North Siberia. Russia will of-
fer to assume part of the Japanese
debt and will avoid loans, cession of
territory or anything likely to hurt
is prestige at home. Witte's popu-
larity abrbad is relied on to gain for-
eign support of this program, while
the bureaucracy, which is strongly
antagonistic to him, looks on his de-
parture from Russia as a good rid-
dance of a formidable opponent.
It is stated that Bulygin's successor
as minister of Ale interior will be the
notorious Gen. Ignatieff. The lull in
the revolution is due to the strong re-
pression of all disorders by the gov-
ernment and by the vigorou- mote
tires taken to prevent renewal of the
disturbances. Wealthy merchants
and bankers subsized the revoletiort,
harbored rebels and stored bombs.
Foreign socialists assisted. The Ger-
man frontier villages served as bases
for the campaign.
Now all this has been stopped.
The resources of the revolutionists
have been cut off, sympathizers have
been banished and the German goes-
ern,ment is now watching the fron-
tier. When calm has been restored
the czar v7F-t-iiair-iike
TROUBLE THREATENED.
Teamsters' Strike Revived by Wall-
out of 300 Drivers.
Chicago, July r8.—After a peaceful
interim, the teamsters' strike threat-
ened today to cause more trouble by
the walk-out of 300 or more drivers
for the six large local express trans-
fer companies. The question of a
walk-out, which has been discussed
during three weeks, was reduced to
"ultimo-tom" form by the teamsters'
joint council.
The concerns which are confronted
with the possibility of being drawn
into the struggle, a,fter avoiding the
issue for three months, are members 4
of the Chicago Cartage company,
which was created at the time the ex-
press owners were ordered by the
court to deliver to strike
-bound
houses.
Race riots in New York are becone- '
ing frequent occurretrees.
s
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Indentures Lodged
SHOWED THE REAL ESTATE
TRANSFERS IN THE
CITY.
Injunction
JUDGE REED YESTERDAY DE-
CIDED THE SUIT
FILED.
_
Judge Lightfoot Left Yesterday for T. J. Williams Will Be Trustee for
Lexington With Charley Gleen, County School District in Mar-
fcr Reform School. shall in Controversy.
Property lying on Salem avenue
has been sold by James Raney to V.
B. and B. J. Brown for Poo, and the
deed filed for record yesterday with
.the county clerk.
Friedman, Keiler & Company trans
ferred to Henry Petter for $.400, prep
erty on Campbell street.
Louis Kolb sold to L. S. DuBois
fcr $1 and other considerations, his
interest in lot on Broadway, while L.
S. DuBris transferred his interest in
• • I I
same consideration.
Licensed to Marry.
Edward Wilkerson. aged 27, and
Louisa Hargrove, aged 28, of the city
were granted a license to marry by
the clerk. A license was also issued
tc Paul Burgess, aged 27, and Nettie
Griffin, aged 32, of here
Colored Couple.
A colored couple getting a license
was Joe Taylor, aged 22, of Clarks -
vile, Tenn., and John Christy. aged
21 of this city.
judge Left
Yesterday Judge Lightfoot left for
Lexington, Ky., with Charles Glenn,
the eon of Telegraph Operator Thos.
Glenn, who will be placed in the re-
form school for stealing the diamond
ring of Mrs. Charles Denker by slip-
ping into the latter's home at Ninth
and Clark and +eking same.
Grace Case.
Assignee James Campbell, Jr., yes-
terday filed with the c'ounfty clerk the
apprsistment made of the Henry
B. Grace tobacco and poolroom
stock. It was valued at $844
CLIMB INTO CLOUDS.
Automobilists Ascend Mt. Washing-
ton in Spite of Obstacles.
Becton Woods, N. li., July Ili.—
Bad weather interfered with the plans
of the autotnobilists who were sched-
uled to make endurance tests in
climbing Mount Washington. The
tourists. however, were loath to give
tip the races and a:though dense
cloud.; covered the top of Mount
Washington and the drizzle was con-
tinuous, a number of them assem-
bled at the base of the mountain at
70 o'clock. At length C. W. Kelsey,
in a 16-horse power machine, decid-
ed to try the ascent unofficially.
He accomplished the trip safely in
spite of the cloud., which at times
were almost impenetrable, and soft
and slippery roads. His time was
hour and 21 minutes. As soon as he
was safely down, Percy P. 'Pierce. of
Buffalo, in a 28-horse-pcnver gasoline
car, started on an unofficial ascent.
He made the passage from the club
house to the summit in 38 minutes
and 45 seconds. He repagted that
the trip was unusually perilous, and
it was decided that no more cars
would start.
TAKING VOTE ON STRIKE.
Cleveland Carpeneers Precaring to
Tie Up Building Operations.
Cleveland, O., July 18.—A vote
among the carpenters' tmions of
Cleveland has been started, with a
view of tieing up all building opera-
tions here, in order to secure a de-
sired increase in wages of 5 cents an
hour. The result will not be known
until Thursday night. A number of
Pie carpenters have been on strike
for' several months, demanding an in-
crease in wages, which some of the
contractors refused to grant.
—Subscr;he for the Register.
Memorials
MEMORIALS-
SEVERAL COMMUNICATIONS
RECEIVED BY THE CON-
FEDERATES.
Judge Reed yesterday decided the
injunction suit of T. J. Williams and
others Of Marshall county, against C.
S. Sellars, of the same county, giving
and thereby restraining the defendant
from officiating as school trustee in
the county school district over which
there is a controversy.
It seems that a vacancy occurred
in the county school district and Wil-
liams v0as selected to fill same on Dc-
I. SIR
seperintendent, while at an election
in October, 1904, Sellars was chosen
for the place. Both then set up a
claim to the position and Williams
with other trustees employed one
teacher to instruct the scholars ef the
district school, while Sellars and an-
other trustee who sided with him, em
played Prof. Buren Smith to teach
the pupils. Williams then got out
injunction snit against Sellars to
restrain the latter from officiating in
the capacity off trustee, and Judge
Reed decided in his favor, which
means that the party employed by
Williams and other trustees will in-
struct the children.
Married The Girl
CURT DUBLIN WEDDED NELL-
IE HORTENSE AUG-
USTUS.
She Had Him Arrested on Charge of
Seducing Her Under Promise of
Marriage
Yesterday Curt Dublin married
Nellie 'Hortense Augustus at her
home in Tyler, and having thereby
rigthted the wrong of ruining her was
released by Detectives Mloore and
Baker. Dublin is twenty years of age
while the girl is only seventeen.
,The two had been keeping com-
pany for many month; and the girl
charges that 'Dublin betrayed 'her un-
der promise of marriage. She is now
in a very delicate condition at the
home of her mother, Mrs. Martha
Augustus, of Tyler, which is just out-
side the city limits beyond Mechan-
icsburg on the Benton road. Yes-
terday the girl procured a warrant
against Dublin, who works at the
Buchanan restaurant on Kentucky
avenue, near Third street. Detect-
ives Moore and Baker placed him
under arrest, and the young fellow
then evidenced a desire to marry the
girl rather than be prosecuted by the
strong arm of the law. Procuring
the consent of the girl's mother for
the wedding- he procured a marriage
license and then repairing to the
home of his victim in Tyler had Jus-
tice Sears to perform the ceremony.
The detectives then released the
young man and will have the charge
against him stricken from the doclaet
when Judge Sanders convenes the
police court this Morning.
PLACED THE FLAGS.
New York, July i8.—General 'Fran-
cis E. Pinto, who was the only sur-
viving commissioned officer of the
First regiment, New York volunteers,
which served with distinction in the
Mlexican war. is dead at his 'home in
Brooklyn He was 83 years old.
General Pinto was in the storming
party which placed the first flag on
the walls of Chapultepec.
TWO THROWN FROM HORSE.
Owineeville, Ky., July tit —Walter
Riddle and Thomas Jones were riding
horseback near here when the 'animal
Monuments to Be Erected to South-
ern Women and Colonel Reagan,
  atecl_Cemetery to be Bought-
At last night's meeting of the Con-
federate veterans camp at the City
'Hall police court room, there was
read a communication received from
liftift-C-Teete—erallraer, "oT Chaffee=
ton. S. C., who stated there was be-
ing raised a fund for the purpose oi
erecting a monument some place in
the South in memory of the women
of the Southern States, complimen-
tary to their loyalty to the lost cause.
The document re nested that assist-
ance be rendered by Padurab veter-
ans and other friends, and to solicit
subscriptions from the public at
large Joseph Ullman was elected
chairman of the committee, and giv-
en authority to select his own as-
sistants. The place of erecting the
monument will not be decided upon
until the fund is amassed.
Another similar communication
was received from Texas. It stated
that a fund was being raised to place
a handsome window in the Christian
church of the home town of the late
Colonel Reagan, who was postmaster
general of the confederacy during its
existence, and who only recently. died.
The manner of raising this fund is
by selling for fifty cents each photo-
graphs of the late colonel, ailtd after
money enough is gotten for the win-
dow, the surplus goes to the fund
being gotten up to erect a fine mon-
ument in his honor. The veterans
postponed action here on this prop-
osition, as they did on the letter re-
ceived from General Bennett H.
Young, stating that money was being
accumulated to purchase a cemetery
on Johnson's island; off the northern
coast of Ohio, in one of the Great
Lakes It was on this island that
Confederate officers were imprisoned
after capture. Of the number kept
there 26o died and were buried and
the cemetery is being bought for in-
terment of their bodies.
Succumbed ft t Last
MR. WADE SHORT DIED YES-
TERDAY AT PEORIA,
ILLINOIS.
Was Taken Ill Here Last Winter
With Typhoid Fever and This
Developed Consumption.
HEAD SOLID SORE
Awful Suffering of Baby and
Sleepless lights of .
Mother.
CURED BY CUT1CURA
Skin Fair as a Lily with no Scar 
to Recall Awful Sore
Writes Mother.
"I herewith write out in full the be-
ginning and end of that terrible disease
" eses Mn. Win. Ryer. Elk 
River, Minn., "which caused my babe
natold suffering and myself neiny
sleepless nights. My babe was born
seemingly a fair, healthy child, but
when she was three weeks old a swell-
ing appeared on the back of her head,
and in course of time broke. It did
not heal but grew worse, and the sore
spread from the size of a dime to that
of a dollar. I used all kinds of reme-
dies that I could think of, but nothing
seemed to help; in fact, it grew worse.
Her hair fell out where the sore was,
and I feared it would never grow again.
It continued until my aged father came
on a visit, and when he saw the baby
he told me to get Cuticura Soap and
Ointment right away.
"To please him I did so, aud to my
surprise by their use the sore began to
heal over, the hair grew over it, and
to-day she has a nice head of hair, her
skin is as fair as a lily, and she has no
scar left to recall that awful sore, and
It is over eight months and no sign of
Its returning."
CURE PERMANENT
"Your letter of the igth inst. re-
ceived, asking in regard to the cure of
my baby sonic six years ago. Well,
the disease has never returned to her
head which at that time was a solid
sore on top and down the back."
MRS. WM. RITSR, Elk River, Minn.
Feb. 25, 1903.
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Bacon's
Drug Stores
Headquarters for Spaulding baseball
goods. Gloves, masks, balls, bats
etc, etc.
BACON'S
DR.UG STORKS.",
7th & Jackson Sts. phone sr& Clay Sta., phone 311.
Bound To Sell.
We are going to sell you some sil-
ser plated spoons, kniveseand forks,
extra pieces in tabieware, at prices
you will appreciate if yoy need any at
all.the furniture factory salesrooms on Genuine Rogers knives and forks,South Third street between Broad- g.
.s4 grade, $2.75; Rogers 1847 knivesway and Kentucky avenue.
. and forks, $4.50 grade, $3.50; genuineThe message containing the in- Rogers teaspoons, $1.50 grade, 75c;formation of his death was received gravy ladle, cold meat fork, etc., $2.00here from his brother, Mr. L. D. grade, Si.00 each.Short, but did not state when the Engraving done free on every piecefuneral will be held. It is nrore than you buy.probable today is the time set. The These are hot weather prices.body will be interred at thse place. Goods must be seen to have you con-
vinced. They are a bareain. Callstopped suddenly throwing both men The depositors of the American
early. Watches at bargain prices.Riddle fell on his head, fracturing his ' hank which suspended in Manila last
skull and is fatally injured. Jones May will get about forty cents on the
was not hurt
Mr. Wade Short died yesterday
morning at to o'clock at the resident-,
of his parents in Peoria, Ill., after a
:jogging f many' Months.
The deceased was taken ill last win-
ter with typhoid fever while here
employed at the furniture factory
salesrooms on South Third street,
and was taken to the Illinois Central
railroad hospital where he lay for
many weeks in a critirat condition.
Finally he recoveree sufficiently to
he taken to his home in Peoria, and
it looked for a while as if he was go-
ing to get well, but the sickness had
weakened his lungs greatly and final-
ly he developed consumption which
crrried him away at the hour mention
ed yesterday morning.
The deceased was about 26 years of
age and came here four years ago
from Peoria and took a position with
Wonderful Bargains
ARE to be found at GEOIROCK'S, the oldest
TT and one of the mostCreliable shoe merchants
in Paducah. Everything in my large and well
selected stock is being sold at actual cost for
cash until August 1st.
Call early and get the best selections.
321 Broadway,
1181111111.11111111111•11111111111% Mel
GEO. ROCK.
Paducah, Ky.
Eye See Jewelry &
Optical Co.
Twenty years experience.
J. A. Konetzka, jeweler and Optician.
3r1 Broadyaw—Yellow Front.
Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?
you want a first class Job by an
eXperV workman? Iflyou do take
it to
a
). 8Leici, leweler.
4514 Broadway, - Paducah, Ky.
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369,
Dr. Childress
EYE. EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
Office and Residence Rooms 3 and
4. Columbia building._
Phone zoo Rid.
Dr. B. B. Griffith
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phones 138 at the office, both
phones 240 at residence. Office hours
7 tog L me z to 3,2 m.;7 to 9 p.m.
_
—When lu Want of.—
RUBBER TIRES REPAIRING
BUGGIES, CARRIAGES, ETC.
Horse-Shoeing, General Blacksmith,
ing Call on
J. V. 6Riff, Mgr
3'p Kentucky ave.--Tel. 956
-red
4
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bit
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▪ Residence Phone 726.
Paducah Transfer Company
(Incor porated.)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones ii
P.D. Fitzpatrick, Supt
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...PLUMBING
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Mole 133. 5..1; Broadway.
LPtI,11'l-tIfL$tf+l.+t It4.+++++++++++++ +++++++++++.0
 ,..lammommimmo.
L. S DuBois, Prest. 'H. C. Overbey, Vice-Prest. Wm. Hughes. Cashier.
STATEMENT
The Paducah Banking Co
At Close of Business. June 30, 1905.
RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts  
Cash and exchange .1 
Furniture and Fixtures
Bonds 
Capital
Deposits..• • v V VT 11-1SIr‘ • 'WV
Rediscounts 
Tax account 
Surplus
Undivided profits  
LIABILITIES.
11203,1270 84
33.183 75
700,00
1,00000
$237.953 59
100,000 oo
 115,619.23
12.500.o•
 t,000 oe
 8noo oo
834 36
$237•953 59
THE GLOBEBANK & TRUSTCO
Of Padur-ith: Kentucky,
Capital and Surplus $155,otm
4
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER
Transacts all regular banking business. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in firs
proof vault for rent at $3 to $10 per year as to si.te. You carry your owe
key and no one but yourself has access
Century.  Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine modem hotel is now open under a new
management for guests at the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best accommodations at reasonable rates
Price Bros. Sc CO.,
Dawson Springs, Kentucky.
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Office 306 Broadway Phones: Office 385
--Residence 1696
Do you care for your et A
dean mouth and good tees: tie nec-
essary to health. Paducah Dental
Parlors examine you, teeth fret.
H. B KEEBLER,
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
Repair work and fencing a specialty.
Phone 1472.
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Just" One Short, Object To Claims
'OF A FULL THOUSAND PEO- MADE AGAINST THE WAGON
PLE KILLED BY THE WORKS BY HANSON AND
RAILROADS. WILLIAMS.
In First Quarter of This Year, Mr. Bud'rearliiii- Conferring With
While Collisions and Derailments Attorney Corbett Regarding
Were Many. Son's Case—Court News.
WaZington, July 184—Aceidint In the bankrupt 'iourt of Referee
'bulletin No. 15, just issued by the in- E. WI. Bagby this official' yesterday
terstate commerce commission, giv- took up the exceptions filed to claims
ing an account of the railroad acct. Ed Hanson and A. B. 'Williams put
dent: in the United States during the in against the Paducah Wagon
',um.  is r f Jantraryo----February onci—Wories, ---H-anscrii--arid--Willianirs- were
March, 1905, shows that during that both stockholders in the wagon works
quarter there were 28 passenger, and and Hanson claims that when the
204 employes killed, and 1,651 pas- company -was incorporated he turn-
sengcrs and 2,062 employes" injured ed over fr-- its us ta $540 worth of in-
it.. train accidents, making in all 232 &victual tools while Williams claims
persons killed and 3,713 injured in they .owe 'him several hundred do!-
train accidents. Other accidents to lars salary. These claims are except-
passengersre- ed o on the ground at they are not
- 
and employes, not the
suit of collisions or derailments, just and legal, but Mfr. Bagby has not
bring the total number of casualties yet rendered his decision.
up to 15.306 (909 killed and 14,397 in-
jured). College Case.
There was a decrease ic.f 42 in the Judge Reed has set for 9 o'clock
total number of persons killed as this morning the injunction suit of
compared with the quarter ending De MAIton Finch against the Draughon
cember 31, 1904. The total number Business college.
of collision: and derailments was 3.-
108 (1,787 collisions and 1.321 derail-
ments), of which 284 collisions and
177 derailments affecteit passenger
trains. The damage to cars, engines,
and roadway by these accidents
amounted to $2,449,248. There was.
an increase of 27 in the number of
collisions and of 131 in the number
of derailment i- as compared with the
last preceding quarter. The total
number of employes reported killed
in coupling and uncoupling cars dur-
ing the quarter was sixty-tar-.
BEER SELLING CASE.
Postponed in Order to Give Time to
Analyze the Beverage.
In the police env yesterday morn
in Will Diggs and Wilt Kirk, col-
ored, were given a continuance until
next Monday of the case charging
them with selling beer upon the ne-
gro trolley ride one night last week
aboard a street car. The postpone-
ment was given in order that the
beverage sold could be analyzed, the
accused claiming it was not intoxi-
cating or beer.
WO) Chambers was fined $to for
a breach of the peace.
There was continued untii Satur-
day the case charging Enoch Brown,
of Jackson street, with hargoring a
vicious dog which is accused of bit-
ing a neighbor's boy.
Until today were continued the
tales charging Martin Buttrey and
r.. B. Buttrey with refusing to pay
-their fares on a street car.
Will South, white, and Arthur
-firegory, colored, were fined Sto each
for engaging in a fight down on
First street.
GIRL HELD FOR MURDER.
Killed Man Who Enticed Her From
Home and Abused Her.
New York, July 18.—Bertha Claig-
Ite, on trial by a coroner's jury for
killing Emil Gerdron on July 9, was
Monday held responsible for his
death and was committed to the
Tombs prison without bail.
The jury rendered a split verdict,
seven merely finding the girl respon-
sible for Gerd/ion'. death, and the re-
maining jurors declaring that she act-
ed in self-defense.
After enticing Bertha Claighe to
America from France under false
promise of marriage, Gerdron forced
the girl to go on the streets and earn
a living for him at the sacrifice of her
own good name.
His excessive cruelty caused the
girl to have Gerdron arrested on July
444,s1/4•9. and then, frightened by his threat-
cuing attitude, she shot him while the
police were in tbe act of making the
arrest
A GOOD SNAKE STORY.
Lapeer. Mich, July 18 —Mrs. M.
E. Rickel; of Lapeer, while rowing
on Long Lae, struck with her oar
a blue object which she quickly dis-
covered to her alarm was a large
snake of the species known as the
blue racer. The snake attacked the
boat and wriggled part way into it
.Ahen Mrs. Ricket shot and Jcillecl .it
with a small rifle she had with hes,
The snake measured 14 feet in lingth
and 115V, inches in circumfrence.
An auto-boat race occurred be-
tween Boulogne, France, and Folk-
stone, Eng., for an $8,000 purse. A
French boat won covering the dist-
ance of 94 kilometers in two hours
and twenty-seven minutes.
Gen. B. M. Thomas is dead at Dal-
ton. Ga. tie was a graduate of West
Point and a distinguished brigadier
general in the Confederate army.
Won Big Action.
Lawyer Charles Grassham return-
ed yesterday from Erin, Tenn., and
won the big Sto.000 damage suit of
J. G. Williams against the Ayer-Lord
tie company, he representing the de-
fense. Williams lived at Erin, Tenn ,
but moved to Shaw, Miss., and want-
ed to do business with one of the
banks there. The cashier telegraph-
ed the Ayer-Lord tie office at Erin
and asked if Williams was all right
to do business with, and the tie com-
pany said he was not. Williams sued
for $to,000, but now loses.
Restraining Order.
Trustees Cecil Reed and Arthur
Mtaitin, of the Dr. Herman liessig
bankrupt case, yesterday filed in the
bankrupt court a motion to prevent
confirmation of the sale of 30 shares
of Nortonville Coal company stock
Hestig held, and had put up as col-
lateral with the City National bank
to secure the St.floo Hessig borrowed
of tint institution. The shares were
sold last week and bought in by Pres-
ident Samuel Hughes of the bank for
$6i per share.
Wants Ito,cioo.
J. M. Ford, actritinistrator of N M.
Ford. filed suit yesterday in the cir-
cuit court against-the Paclucab City
Railway company for $10,000, on ac-
count of the death of N. M. Ford.
who is father of the administrator,
and was walking along the car track
on South Sixth street near Ohio one
Sunday a year ago when struck and
killed by a car. He was deaf and
ld not hear the car
Preparing Application.
Mw. Bud Each of Mlurray, was in
the city yesterday conferring with his
lawyer, Hon. Hal Corbett, regarding
their preparations being made to re-
quest the board of pardons of Penn-
sylvania to commute to life impris
onment the penalty inflicted upon
Ezell'o son. James Ezell, for cutting
another railroader's throat at Union-
town, Pa, with a razor during a fight.
The lawyer and parents are doing
everything possible to save the boy
(rimy death, which will be his fate if
the board of pardons refuses to in-
terfere. The appellate court has
sanctioned the verdict of the lower
tribunal that heard the ease.
The board of pardons does not
meet until sometime in the fall.
"WRONG REMAINS WRONG."
But Restoration of Union Not Desir-
able, Says King Oscar.
Berlin, July 18.—Dr. Hugo Ganz,
correspondent of the Frankfort Zei-
tung, has had an interview with King
Oscar, of Sweden, at Stockholm,
during which his majesty said he ad-
mired the way in which the Norwe-
gians won to their side all the Euro-
pean publicists without, however,
bcnetfiting their cause.
"The wrong remains wrong," said
the King, adding that the Norweg-
ians had surprised him by the sudden-
ness of their acts. King Oscar denied
that he had precipitated the crisis by
declining to accept the resignation of
tilie—iNnoveegien—ealsiriet-,--fece--the- Nor-
wegians had declared that Whoever
accepted a portfolio would cease to
be a Norwegian.
The correspondent remarked that
he had heard only words of respect
for the king in Norway, to which his
majesty replied:
"For my part I have forgiven the
Norwegians. and hope to God that
the Swedish people will also remain
calm, for it would only be banging a
millstone about our necks to restore
the union forcibly."
TO SAVE THE SHADE TREES.
— New York, July tR.—A novel
scheme has been adopted by the city
shade, tree commission of Newark,
'R. J., to rid the shady places there
of caterpillars, cocoons and other in-
sects. Ten cents a quart will be paid
as a bounty on the insects by a. rep-
resentative of the commission Per-
mission has been given to bug-hunt-
eta to climb trees under the commis-
sion's charge.
Dr. B. T. Hall
OfSce with Drs. Rivers & Rivers
7 90 North Fifth. Both Phones 333.
Residence tr.? Clay. Old phone Apt
Shampooning, leaching, Dyeing.
Dandruff cured by eleztrical treat-
ments. Body massage,' Electrical
Hairdressing Parlors, 431 Jefferson
street. ;.ALL111111
The social revolutionists of Russia
in a proclamation declare that Count
Shuvalolf was killed by one of its
'members by order.
Very Imt Rates
Announced, Vla
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
Extremely low rates are announc-
ed via the Southern railway front
points on its lines for the followong
special occasions:
Athens, Ga.—Surnuter school, June
27,—July 28, 19°3.
Knoxville, Tenn.—Summer school,
June 20—July 28, 19os.
Monteagle, Tenn.—Monteagte Dtble
Training scbool, July 3—Aug. 13, ups
Monteagle, Tenrg—Woman's con-
mess, Aug. 2-15, 1905.
Nashville, Tenn.—Peabody co.! e
strainer schools, Vandertik Bibikat
institute, June 14—Alig. 9, 1905.
Oxford, Misr 
—Strmrmer 'school,
University of Mississippi, June 14—
Aog. 9, 1905.
Rachniond, Va 
--Farmers' National
congress, Sept. 12-22, 1905.
Ttssealoosa, Ala.—Summer school
for teachers, June i6—July 28, ogos.
Rates for the above occasion open
to the public. Tickets will be sold to
these paints- feels all stations on the
Sonthern seaway. Detailed enforrrisi-
tion can be had upon application tio
any ticket agent of the Southern
rai/way or agents of connecting Imes
or by addressing the undersigned.
T. W. CREWS, T. P. A, Lexing-
ton, Ky.
W. H. TAYLOR, G. P. A., Wash-
ington, D. C.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. Ai.,
Londsvite, Ky.
G. B. ALLEN. A. G. P. A., St
Louis, /do.
Paducah
NOTE!
Highest price paid for seeond-hand
$toVes ar2d
Rtirnithre.
Buy anything and sell everything
are-a-ao Court at. Old phone -.3(6
Clem Fransioli.
Moving wagon in connection.
The Slar Steam Laundry rs wetly
comn culled 13) all who Lave Oleic
work done by them, i.ratest, cleanest
and best.
Go to Langstaff-koot Mtg.
-343 want anything -lade of wood.
ey can make it for .f.n, Get price,
an Siding Laths anti tzhinialea,
No liesit Now
To cause the freeb paint to blister
Painting dose now will stay painted
we do the work.
Warren & Son, 114 N01141 Sixth
Phone 541-A.
Subscribe for the Register.
OUR
PITTSBURG
COAL
Is the cheapest on the
market. We also have
Pi* the best Kentucky Coal
in Paducah. Getf our pri-
ces before. placing your
.... order....
1 Pittsburg Coal Co.
404t trecis
44)
414$
fit
Steam Dye Works $
If you wait !sour clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose. NO South Third street. I have
the nicest lime of samples Mr tints
in the city. Suits made to order.
Louis Clerk, the South Second
street grocer, is sole agent for Bat-
tle Creek sanitarium health foods of
many varieties. Most palatable and
digestible.
Paducah Undeptaking
Company.
S. P. POOL, Manager
GUY NANCE, Asst
en South Third Street
Residence over store.
Both Phones tio —Prices Reasonable
Clark's Greek Confectionary and
Fruit Store has a fine Line of Forts,
Apples, Oranges and Bananas. The
Cheapest place in Paducah. 13o4
F. H. PURYEAR,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Resister Building,
5113 1-2 Brodway, Paducah, Ky.
New Phone 490.
Specialties:
Alistraining of Titles,Ineurrect, Corctoration and
Rog Estate Law.
"NEAR TO NATURE'S HEART."
rbi Crittenden Springl
..HOTEL...
NEAR MARION, KY.
zoo Room Hotel—High and Dry sad
Well Ventilated.
A NICE PLACE TO SPEND
YOUR VACATION.
THE BEST OF HOTEL AC-
COMMODATIONS, AND THE
BEST OF LIFE GIVING WA-
TERS.
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
FROG HUNTING, FISH
SQUIRREL HUNTING, AND IN
FACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSE-
MENTS BOTH FOR THE OLD
AND THE YOUNG.
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
RAILROADS.
'Bus Line Meets all Traina.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
:so NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office Hourst 8 to in a. nt., z to 3
p. m. and 7 to g p.
Office and Floor Fraternity Building.
A. S. DABNEY,'
- —DE T IS T—
Mishear, B"Petlag.
For perfection and paity. gialdke
Elk Dream toe tiger. ,
.r.•••••••
The Most Complete Rubber
In The City.
Tire Plant
•
+++414 49. 444,41÷ifif +MI?. 
*
++4 • +V
THE BUGGY SEASON IS ON. WE HAVE THE MOST COM-
PLETE LINE IN THE CITY, OUR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT IS
RUNNING NIGHT f$ND DAY. LET US RE-RUBBER YOUR
WHEELS WITH THE BEST GRADE OF MORGAN & WRIGHT,
TWO-WIRE RUBBER TIRES AT THE LOWEST PRICES. WE
ALSO HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF HARNESS, SADDLES, BRI-
DLES AND, IN FACT, EVERYTHrNG IN HORSE AND MULE
JEWELRY, BUGGIES, PHAETONS, SURRIES, RUN-ABOUTS AND
SPRING-WAGONS
DON'T FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER OUR IMMENSE
STOCK, AND GET OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU PURCHASE.
SALES ROOMS NO. 212 BROADWAY; WAREHOUSE NO. r
MEYERS STREET; WAREHOUSE NO. 2, THIRD AND MONROE.
JOHN G. REHKOPF BUGGYCO.
EDGAR W: WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
itallrAFI REAL ESTAna. WESTERN KENTUCICY FARMS. EASif
MONTHLY PAYMENT- LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PR/CE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
CDC; II W. WIlitrIlEt404141. PasAlissonln. Sob
HEATING
Hot Water - - Steam
I have the facilities for installing a complete steam or hot
water plant in your store or home so why not let me make
you an estimate on what it will cost to have it done in the right
way. Material and workmanship guaranteed first class.
ED. D. HANNAN.
S. W. Arnold
The real estate agents, has $178.00t
worth of city property for sale and
thirty-five farms; also three safes.
Houses fOr rent
Telephoeiti old, r665, Ae....
,
StoamBoats
Excursions
+++++++.++-+-++
St. Louis and Tenessee River Pack..
et sompany—the chaapest and beet ,
excursion out of Paducah
$8.00 for the Round
i Trip to lessessee riveraid return.
It is a trip of pleasure, coinfore
and rest; good serves, good table;
good rooms, Mc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Sattirdey at p. m.
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, Superintendent; Frank I.
Brcrrn, -eat.
DR W. C. EUBANKS,
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 3o6 Broadway—Fnone iso,
Residence, Big Broadway.
Phone 149.
J. W. Orr is busy every day waft-
ing on his many customers. His
trade is constantly growing and he
is rightly deserving to it. Third
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Subscribe Fer The Register.
Henry Mammen, pr,, the religbic
book manufacturer, Blank Books
The Bazaar Store, 329 Broadway, is
making Special Sale prices on st.adies'
Underwear. The ladies of Paducats
will do well to talte.advantage of itJob and Edition binding. The figalarolves,
exclusive book binder in Path.. At the head of the class, Elks
Dream tot Cigar.Library work a specialty.
public. If there only reduction
of the department expenses
 
political THE 'REGISTER 'and therefore somewhat doubtful.the moment it is suggested
• No Lodge Installed
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PUBLISH) BY THE
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.,
(Incorporated)
At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILIELI•L Seoretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-Glass nuttier.
Terms to,Subscribers.
One Year
SU Months
 
$5.00
250
Three Months ....  it.s5
One Week  ) so
Anyone fiulistg to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
sgione Cumberland 318.
•••• 
•••••••••••••••.
Wednesday Moi-ning, July 19, 1905.
To Be Made a Scapegoat.
There is an intimation from Wash-
ington that Secretary of Agriculture
Wilson is to be in a manner kicked
out of the cabinet. It. is announced
in a roundabout way that he is to re-
sign and in the same connection it is
said that the president is very much
chagrined because of the scandal in
Mr. Wilson's department and has de-
cided to appoint to the secretaryship
a wider awake and more pains-
taking man if there is a vacancy.
The announcements taken together
wean but the one thing that Mr. Wil-
'son can resign if he wants to and that
such an act on his part will be ac-
ceptable to the president and will per
baps keep the executive from being
unpleasant because of the scandal
over the crop leakages. Undoubtedly
tht administration will have to make
a -capegoat out of some one and the
secretary will have to accept' this dis-
tinction whether or no, it would ap-
pear. But the leakage scandal won't
be rubbed out by the resignation of
Mr. Wilson, and it will be sure to get
a good airing from the Southern con-
gressmen when the chance is offered
them. The leakage in the cotton re-
ports of the government was an o4-
fence against the whole South and
the men or the department which
permitted the rascali'y will be round-
ly scoilq. when the ball is se to roll-
ing.. Then, too, the South 'has- a
personal secre against Secretary Wil-
son, who is charged with doing some
tinsvise speechmaking lately in Ver-
mont, and he will have to listen
to some criticism in return for this
indiscreet act.
The promise is that the corning
congress will make an honest effort
to reduce the deficit in the treasury.
The administration has awakened to
the.fielilliffikintrething is necessary
-that, something must be done
-and
there is already some evidence that
this is the decision. Washington dis-
palc:ies say that the president is not
at all pleased with the showing as
made h the last treasury statement..4,14i,...
and he h o expressed himself.
Search has already begun at his sug-
gestion to find the leaks and also to
find plates where the pruning knife
can be u=ed to cut salaries, expenses,
etc. That there will he a general
curtailment move when congress
meets it is safe to predict, and unless
the political grafters are in the ma-
jority the end will he just wKat the
people want. Somef the state-
ments of expense in the various
benbchts of the government are sim-
ply frightful' and it is pretty safe to
say that the half hta.g not been made
If Russia had more men like M. PADUCAH DELEGATION RE-
Witte in public life that country TURNED YESTERDAY
might yet purify itself -end some day MORNING.,
ke front place among the besttd a
governateets of the world. There
are others as good meaning men in
that land, judging from reports, but
they are attempting to purify the gov
atnme.nt in a different and noii as
effective a way as is M. Witte. He
declares his views in open and in
keeping with the lawa even of Rusias
and has a standing which sooner or
later will prove effectual. He is
honored and feared alike and stands
so high will all classes that neither
the friends or the foes of thg present
government dare oppose or criticise
him in tlie octenitig. M. Witte twill be
a force for his country in the peace
conference which is' soon to assem-
ble in Washington and no one recog-
nizes this fact more than does Japan,
who has rejoiced with the world at
Lirge in his selection.
It is rather a dull day when the
press representatives in St. Peters-
burg, and the Associated Press along
with others can't work up a sensa-
tion to send abroad. The latest one
is that there is a move on foh to de-,
pose Emperor Nicholas and make his
infant, son a czar-to create a regen-
cy under the grand dukes. The ex-
istence of this condition is, says the'
report, the cause of the congress of
a1-Russian zemstvoists and douma-
ists which was called for today at
Moscow having been forbidden. A
regency for Russia under the grand
dukes would, it seems, be jumping
from the "frying pan into ,the fire"
for the downtrodden of the govern-
ment.
Thos. F. Ryan, ,ays a'New York
dispatch, has agreed to turn into the
Equitable Life Assurance Society the
Etock he purchased from Jas. H.
Hyde for the same money he paid
for it, plus four per cent, interest
since the day of purchase. This is
announced somewhat with a "flour-
ish" probably to cover up the fact
that Mr. Ryan, in view of the noise
made an? the prospective investiga-
tions to follow the management of
the Equitable, has decided be has a
bad investment which he would like
to turn loose. Ryan paid $2,500,000
for the Hyde holdings
S.
Ailing People
MR C. L. LOVE BROUGHT HERE
FROM CENTRAL CITY
WITH FEVER.
Mr. Thomas Grief Has Recovered
From His Injuries-Condition
of Other Sick Persons.
Mr. C. L. Love, of Central City,
came here yesterday and entered the
Illinois Central hospital for treat-
ment of a severe attack of typhoid
fever with which he is suffering.
Recovered of injuries.
Word from Vine Grove is that Mr.
Thomas Grief has recovered' from the
severe injuries received during the
big wreck there several weeks ago
between the passenger and extra
freight train, resulting in several be-
ing killed and many insured. He is
a nephew of Lafayette tirief of this
city, where be formerly lived, and
travels for the Louisville Tin and
Stove company.
Able to Be Up.
Mir. Clem Fransiola is able to be
out after a severe attack of illness for
the past week.
Great Sachem Bebout Found Such
Feeling Existing That He and
Others Came Home.
Yesterday morning at 2:30 there re
turned from Murray, aboard their
special train over the N., C. Sr St. L.
railroad, the delegation of about thir-
ty-five Red Men of this city,, headed
by Great Sochem Lewis 'L. Bebout,
that went down there for the purpose
oi insu-tit tinf the newly organized
lodge of this order. The' trip, Now-
ever, 'resulted in the new body 'not,
being installed ctp acealunt of some
factional feeling that seems to exist
in that little town.
Mr. J. J. Freundlich. of the local
lodge, had gone down there and pro-
cured the names of 54 people who
signified their desire to join the or-
der and have the ledg,e inducted into
existence. Monday evening the Red
Men of this city went down to install
the order, and forty-one parties pre-
sented their names and money k.-ad-
mission. Great Sachem Bebout, of
this city, who is at the head of the
organization in Kentucky, presided
as the names of the members were be
ing balloted upon. Before the ses-
sion had been long entered into he
discovered that some factional feel-
ing predominated, as a large number
of the very best citizens of the town
were blackballed by others and . re-
fused membership in the body. Fin-
ally when the balloting was complet-
ed Mr. Bebout, of his own volition.
arose from his chair and announced
that most positively under the pre-
vailing circirmetylces he would not
install a new lAdge with such strong
antagonism existing between those
desiring membership. He continued
that the Red Men's secret organiza-
tion was of a fraternal character that
cemented the personal regard be-
tweet? men, and that he could not
consistently permit a subordinate
body 10 be started there with the
prevailing feeling plainly evident. He
then adjourned the meeting and with
the balance of the Paducahans return
ed yesterday morning. Yesterday he
received a number of letrer- from
Murray stating that another petition
for members had been started and
thirty-five names already procured,
while many others intended joining,
and it was believed a lodge could be
started off properly. In response lw
informed the parties that when every
thing was ready he would come down
and see what could be effected.
NEW CONTEMPT CHARGE
IN POWERS CASE.
Mayor Helmbold Will Have to An-
swer to Federal Court.
Nfaysville, Ky., July TR.-A war-
rant was sworn out 'here before Unit-
ed States Judge Cochrane, charging
Mayor Helmbold, of Newport, Ky,
with contempt
The alleged contempt is for inter-
ference with the orders of die United
States court in regard to placing Ca-
li+ Powers in jail at Newport last
Monday. Helmbold objected to a
special cell 'being used by Powers,
claiging it was unsafe. The war-
rant is now in the hands of United
States Marshal Sharp.
The contempt charges filed last
week were withdrawn and the new
otrarge is based on additional evi-
dence.
PREMIER BALFOUR
WITHDRAWS BILL.
-- -
London, July i8.--Upon Speaker
Loss-thee agreeing to the contention
of John Redmond, the Irish leader,
that each clause,of the. redistribution
of seats trill must be debated sepa-
rately, Premier Balfour in the House
of Commons withdrew the bill, say-
ing he would proceed with it at the
next session of Parliament, adding;
"This course was taken as His Maj-
esty's government is not prepared to
concede so much time during the
present session."
Lockjaw Threatened.
Sadie, the daughter of Ishmael Fullblood Indians in convention
Wjard, of 823 South Eighth street, is T'ulca, I. T., approve of the
threatened with lockjaw, as the re- 'migrate to Old Mexico, and
stilt of her heel being pierced by a two committees.
rusty nail while she was chasing a 
chicken in the yard.
Miss Husbands Better.
Miss Dow Husbands is improving
from an attack of typhoid fever at
her home on Jefferson at Tenth.
MAY GO WEST.
- --
Mr. and Mrs. W. McCabe May Go
To Arizona to Reside.
Judge Sanders yesterday received a
better from his (laughter, Mks W.
McCabe, who married last week,
and she stated that she and her hus-
band may go on to Arizona to live,
he having received a flattering offer
front one of the big railroads out
there. Mir. 'McCabe is the train dis-
patcher and last week married Miss
Katharine Sanders, of this city, the
wedding taZng pface at Benton,
is a where they went for a quiet cere-
miony. The couple is now at New+he de- Orleans
ficit can be lessened greatly in a year
twrl. But this reduction becomes Subacribe for the Register.
at
plan to
a ppotnt-
HE RACKET STORE
Children's Dainty
0:Mite Dre0ee3
Have just received a fine assort-
ment of Children's White Dresses,
some are duplicates of the others we
had and the rest are later styles.
A very dainty dress trimmed with
three rows of embroidery insertions
down front, tucked back and pleated
skirt, at 98 cents each-for girls.
A neat dress with fmbroidery yoke,
three pleaits down front, plain back
and made of nainsook. Price 75 cents
-girls
One with six rows of tucking down
front, box pleaits in back and belt-
for boys-98 cents.
A very pretty &Peas with one row
of embroidery down front, pleaited
skirt and box pleaits in back, for girls.
Price cents.
One made of fancy P. K. with two
rows of insertion down front, box
pleaits in back, and belt, for boys.
Price $1.75.
••••••
One made of fancy P. K. trimmed
with blue anchors, has patent leather
belt and box pleaits down back. Price
81 .50.
A vet), neat dress made of sheer
linon, embroidery yoke, pleaited front,
for girls. Price $L85.
One trimmed with two rows of lace
insertion round bottom of skirt, ran-
broidery yoke and pleated skirt, for
girls. Price $1.98.
One with tucked front bloused waist
and pleaited skirt. Price $1.75, for
girls.
A dotted Swiss Dress with tucked
front, trimmed with embroidery me-
dallions, tucked back and has the belt.
-for boys. Prioe $2.19.
A neat dress with one row of ern-
broideny down front, pleaited back,
wide collar anti belt, for boys. Price
$2.19.
The sizes of these dresses run from
one to four years.
Ht Wholcoale Price°
Have bought a big lot of drummers' 75c. 6oc collars at 44c. 85c collars
sarr.pies in 'White Roman Table Cov- at 65C. 20C collars at 13c. 75c col-
ers, Scarfs, Ladies' Handkerchiefs and lars at 47c each.
fancy stocks and Collars, that will
be sold at exactly wholesale prices.
`That means you buy them at the price
they would cost us if we bought a
complete stock. No two alike.
FANCY STOCK COLLARS-
You buy collars worth 15c at roc
each. Collars worth 5oc at 35c, 38c
and 39c each. Collars worth 35c at
25c each. 25c collars at I7C and t9c,
30c collars at SIC. $1,00 collars at
ROMAN SCARFS-
"Roman" Scarfs worth 25C at I9C
35C scarfs at 25C. 4,8c scarfs at 35c
5oc scarfs at 35c arid 380. 6oc scarfs
at pc. 75c scarfs at 480.
at 613c.
TABLE COVERS.
&sic scarfs
White "Roman" Table Covers, scal-
loped and hemstitched edge, worth
$ow, at 75c each. 89c Table Covers
at 67c. 75c Table Covers at 580. soc
Table Covers at 380. 48c Table
Covers at 34c. 25C Table Covers at
iv. 39c Table Covers at 29C.
LADIES' HANDKERCHIEFS--
Ladies' Linen Handkerchiefs with
embroidered hem, worth 75c at soc.
soc handkerchiefs at 36c. 85c hand-
kerchiefs at 63c. Sotto handkerchiefs
at 75C. 35C handkerchiefs at 25C. I5C
handkerchiefs a: 19c. 20C handker-
chiefs at zac and 16c. These are all
good values, the better grades -are
made of very fine linens.
 & Thom son.
Took Possession
DAVID GORDON RAISED A
RACKET IN IDA EAST-
WOOD'S PLACE.
Warrant Issued Against Dennis Reed,
Colored. Charging Him With
Stealing Bicycle.
David Gordon, a white man about
thirty years of age, was arrested
last evening by Officers Potter and
Gonrieux on the charge of going to
the bawdy house of Ida Eastwood on
West Court street and raising the
mischief. Oaring his ravings he is
charged with tearing and cutting the
clothing off one of the inmates of the
resort.
English Struck.
Orgie Chandler, vehite, was arrest-
ed by Officers Johnson and Rogers
on the charge of striking Riley En-
glish.
The Paducah
Stamp &Stencil Co.
Rubber Stamps Made at Home
Can be appreciated more than
those ma(Te elsewhere. we
•are prepared to furnish all
kinds of Rubber Stamps on
short nc.eice
RUBBER STAMPS,
PAID STAMPS,
LINEN MARKERS,
BRASS STENCILS,
DATER,
INK PADS.
fact, anything in lubber Stomps,
accessories delivered in. an hOttr's
notice.
PADUCAH STAMP
i81, STENCIL COMPANY
I 403: BROADWAY.
Reed Warranted Again.
judge Sanders yesterday issued a
warrant against Dennis Reed, colored
boy, charging him with stealing the
bicycle of Walter Sullivan, white,
and selling' it. to Henry Randle, col-
ored. The wheel was taken while
standing io front of the Palmer one
night al-wolt ten days ago, and sold
to Ramlle. aboard whose houseboat
at the foot of Washington street it
was found by Detective Moore, and
turned back over to the owner. Ran-
dle had given Reed $2.25 for it.
Reed is 'now serving a thirtyklay
sentence in the county jail for steal-
ing a grip from a young lady's bug-
gy that had been left standing on the
vacant lot around rh city scales-on
Second between Kentucky avenue
and Washington street.
Drunkenness Charged.
James Armianette was arrested yes-
terday by Officers Clark and Ben-
nett on the charge of being drunk.
Back at Duty.
Officer Edward Alexander was able
to be at his post of duty yesterday
after a several days' lay-off on ac-
count of the fatal injuries sustained
by his little girl, who was run over
by a car and her arm. cut off in such
a milliner that death resulted.
Drunkenness Charged.
J. D. MeNeill was arrested last
night by Detectives Moore and Ba-
ker on the charge of 'drunkenness.
House Robbed
Yesterday morning on awakening
MT. Finis Rudolph.. of 643 Elizabeth
street, found that burglars had priz-
ed open the screen door to his home,
taken his pants, relieved the pocket
of a cud of. tobacco, and then hung
the pants acorst the front gate where
he found them. He had taken to;
money out the night before and put
it in a drawer, while the ehiefoolett
the keys and knife in the pocket.
Lighter Garments.
Yesterday a nuntber of' the police
carnie out in straw hats that displaced
the uncomfortable helmets they have
been wearing d ;ring the warm
months. The c ommissioners have
permitted them to _wear light-weight
material during the oppressively warm ,
months, and the fire department men
have been accorded tl-e same privi-
lege.
Diamond, Restored.
Detective Will Baker returned yes-
terday ersorning from Evansville,
where he accompanied the I. C. ex-
corsion. Monday while there he and
Traveling Engineer Feeny, of the I.
C.. were watking down the street
when a negro man stooped just ahead
of them and picked trei a five-diamond
pendant. Espying him the detective
Made him give it up and then learn-
ed that the young white woman right
;head lost game from her chain. It
was restored to her.
Many Houser Entered.
Thieves entered the house of Mrs.
Maggie 'McElhanev, on Elizabeth
street Mkutday night and ransacked
the place, but got (Silly ten cents
They got 75 cent; Irons Joe Faris'
Place on McKinley avenue, and $1.25
fir)/71 C. Raker of the same ttrorongt-
fare. Attempts were made to brekk
into the place/ of Kri. Twitchell
Mrs. Holden on Willie street, but
were unsuccessful.
INVESTIGATION' CONITINUES.
Lotti:ville, Ky., July 18.--The in-
quiry by the Interstate Commerce
Commission into the alleged irregu-
larities in grain rates between Louis-
ville and Fast St. Souls and other
Western points, by which it is claim-
ed that Louisville dealer; are grant-
ed an unfair discrimination, was con-
tinued. today, the principal witnesses
being the heads of the freight
partments of the several railroad;
entering Louisville.
IVVIsatls the use off spoiling the
e.
broth with too many cooks when one
can be depended upon to do it quite
as successfully?
Official announcement is rot& of
tin attempt to corropt the oco' • in-
vestigating grand jury at be '.7 -ick
It's a fine thing, to he ) •i own
niaster if you don't care about pay
days.
Telephone No. di or send oostal to
us. We will call and figure with you.
Paducah Gas & Fuel Co
Incorporated. sio Broadway.
C. B. Hatfield
IS WRITING INSURANCE FOR'
THE NORTHWESTERN MU-
TUAL LIFE OF MILWAUKEE.
HE SOLICITS YOUR BUSINESS.
YOU WILL DO WELL TO SEE.
HIM. ROOM 12, TRUEHEART
BUILDING. OLD PHONE, OF-
FICE, 199; RESIDENCE. 316.
Four Gents a Pound
SEND YOUR ROUGH DRY
LAUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH.
TOILET SUPPLY COMPANY,.
FOUR CENTS A POUND. SPOT-
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DE-
LIVERY: OL1PPHONE 1215.
Rev. 4. F. Hans has just' closed a
revival conducted in Clarksville,
Tenn., which resulted in ,intnething
like 350 converaions.
Ii.
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hands of their rival, Paducah, will
ry and say in a childish tone, "Boo
-Isoo, the umpire wobbed us.'
"Eckstone was not rotten in his de-
Cisions. Because he was FAIR, is
why the fans are making such a cry.
L. Pct. Ecicstone was a former Cairo pitcher.
23 .697 He was appointed an umpire and for
32 
.597 this reason the Cairo fans took it
40 .481 for granted that he would get out be-
42 .447 hind the pitcher and if Bittrolff gave
44 .413 the batsman four bails Eckstone
47 '382 would of course say. "Three strikes,
you're out!" And if Bra:hic struck
out a Cairo man, Eckstone would say
"four balls, walk"
"Now every fan who reads the Cit-
izen knows that the Citizen wants to
33 .492 see Cairo win and especially from Pa-
38 .433 ducah. But if they cannot win fair
38 .406 and square, and take defeat like men-,
41 .379 let's all dicband from the Kitty
league and from baseball forever.
"E.ckstone's decision on the Padu-
cah runner, Potts, that Fleming
threw out at 'home, was very good.
He called the man out, as he reality
was; so was the man to reach home
in the tenth really safe
"Then after the game a large
crowd of Men (?) and boys followed
Eckstone down the street and insult-
ed him and threw at him. It's a pity
that an umpire is not allowed to car-
ry a revolver. Eckstone would have
had a perfect right yesterday to blow
the heaat off about three dozen peo-
bare. He gave seven bases on balls, ple fOr their disgusting conduct.
"After all, done ycee think PaducahA's I had three wild pitches, and hit one has a baseball team that has no equal,
-man. The Indian; did not try to play
ball after the seventh. The ninth in the Kitty leagne?"
' The result of the games Mondayis Land hit a fly and ran down the third'
and yesterday showed which club isbase line turning to second.
the stronger. Three straights, and
14 1r yet the Cairo fans expected to win
Sunday's game. Funny, isn't it?
.357
iBatteries—Piatt and Land, Woods,
Fleming, Blackburn and Harvey.
Score by Innings.
Innings 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0—T.
Paducah   000830300-14
Cairo 
 
000000 201-3
ositsmsqLmfammsass.loss..._
SLAUGHTER
AT CAIR.0
A ROTTEN GAME OF BALL PUT
UP BY EGYPTIANS
TUESDAY.
Twelve Indians Up In the Fourth—
Vincennes Loses to Hopkins-
ville—Princeton Shut Out.
How They Stand.
Paclucali 
 53
Vincennes 
 44
Princeton 
 37
Cairo 
 34
Hopkinsville 
 31
Henderson 29
tone. Cairo paper is fail enough to it-
!self and. the Paducah Seam to tell the
facts about last Su ay's game of
ball at that place. e Cairo Citi-
zen in its Monday afternoon issue
"Happy" and erstwhile .LTsup .in the
Kitty league, can testify.
"Eckstein was scared to death after
the demonstration made against him
at the park Sunday afternoon after
his rotten decision and though he did
"Cairo w-ao fairly beaten by, Pada- not ghow.the whit t feather by at-
cish yesterday. No non-prejudiced tempting to lower the world's run-
person cell' deny this statement, but 'fling record it was plainly evident
those who cannot stand defeat at the that be considered the Cairo fans, or
Standing of Clubs July z9, zgoa.
W. L. Pct.
Ca:n. . • 43 22 .662
Paducah 
 40 23 .635
Clarksville   
 32
Hopkinsvile 
 29
Vincennes 
 
16
Henderson 
 25
Schedule for Today.
Cairo at Paducah
Vincennes at Henderson.
Princeton at Hopkinsville
Ate 'Ern Up Alive.
Cairo, Ill., July 18.—The game to-
day was another farce. Paducah
scored eight men in the fourth in-
ning, three in the fifth and three in
the seventh. Twelve men were at the
bat in the fourth. Cairo scored two
in the seventh inning and one in the
ninth. Piatt was as wild as a March
Summary: •
educate 
Cairo 
Vincennes Defeated.
...flopkinsvi:le, Ky.. JOy i&—Vin-
cennes lost to the locals today.
The summary: r h e
Vincennes 
 
1 2 2
Hartle n wvi Ile 
 4 12 3
•Battpriee--Witt and Matteson; Per-
due and Rutledge.
Same Story.
Henderson. Ky., July t8.—liender-
son shut out Princeton: r h e
The Henderson Club's Existence.
The Cairo Citizen says: "At a
meeting held here Sunday it was de-
It cided to allow Henderson to with-
draw her guarantee fund of $200 in
Iorder to tide the club over until shecan get on her feet and continue inthe league. Cairo has consented to
'loan Henderson the services of Pitch-
er Wilder and Fielder Larsen during
their trouble. Acting secretary has
gone to HWasrson ro see what can
be done in Ole enatter. Messages re-
ceived from Owensboro state that the
city wants to buy Henderron's fran-
chise. If, however, it is thought best
to drop Hendersnn and take in an-
enderinn 
. other city, Hopkineville wie also be3 6 o
Princeton' . 4 2 dropped 
and the season, finished with
' '''''. • 0 Four clubs; and extended to OctoberBatteries—Gilbert and Asher; Bee- totes For some reasons the latterker and Downing.
would be best."
• Cairo's Sunday Game.
The Register is pleased to see that
W. Mike Oliver. Geo. W. Oliver.
Benton. Ky. Paducah, Ky.
Thos B McGregory,
Benton, Ky.
OLIVER, OLIVER
& McOREGOR
T LAWYERS
a
• is
OFFICES. Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, KY-,
Room 114 Fraternity Building,
New Phone Ise. Old Phone act&
Dr. Hoyer
113% South Fourth St.
Office hours 9-1!
Office hours 
Office hours 
New non, No. ft, Old
a part of them, no respectors of per-
sobs or .of his at least and he feared
to show it on the street after he had
once gained' the stronghold of his
Tonal oe Tenth stseet
"Eckstein was fol'ovved off the car
by a crowd Sunday and hooted clear
to his residence. Some hoodlums in
the crowd even went so far as to
strike and kick him and to throw
stones at him.
"litsiniors of ropes which -had hung
seven umpire's, axes, shot guns, re- s
valvers, vigilance committees, white-
caps and other disagreeable things
were:101 he could hear as he entered
his door and it was with fear and
trembling that he locked it behind
him.
"Once safely ensconed he took the
people who followed him at their
word about it "being better for him
to stay inside" and asked one of the
Cairo players to have his supper sent
up to him.. Though he was hardly
deserving of the favor, for the sake of
his skin as a whole it was granted
Takes Umpire's Berth,
Harry Ktibitz, the former manager
of the Henderson team, arrived here
yesterday, having resigned hie posi-
tion there last week He yesterday
received his appointment as one of
the league umpires from President
Charles Brown, who has been afeer
him for that place for a long tigte.
His first game will be umpired to-
day when Paducah and Cairo play on
the local grounds.
Knbitz stated last evening that he
believed there would be no trouble
in the Henderson club playing the
season through,eae a streak of reod
luck seemed to have come to them
He was tired of managing the club
and at the time he resigned M. Zim-
two also gave up his official position.
Kirbitz takes the place of Eckstein,
the umpire who decamped from Cai-
ro Sunday night without telling any-
• body of his whereabouts, because of
ja- the threats made toward him by the
1-3 p. rn. enraged Egyptian City people who
p. ut. claimed he stole Sunday's game from
t hens The Paducah club returnedPhone No, ry.
from Cairo last night and Manager
and he ate in peace. Carefully '
studying a time table he at last pack-
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4,A ,.,/,,, \ti.„1, and
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Bud iiri,.,,irlkft: iser,,,,,.„,,,.._,.,,,..., "King •4,ta-z-,17-- -1 Beers"
- -", r •
Scientific Stations' for the Brewing In-
dustry of Bohemia and Bavaria, attest that
is not only equal to the best Bohemian
Bavarian beers is all their properties, but ex-
them in keeping qualities. Budweiser is
and bottled only at the home plant of the
Anheuser-Busch Brewing Ass'n
St. Louis, U. S. A.
Orders Promptly Filled by
..-.
B. C. Loeblein, Mir. Anhesser-Busch Branch, Paducah, Ky.
Corked or TM Cappmd
.
_
with curtains drawn repaired to the Perished his grips, cabled, a closed cab and
Illinois Central station, where he
boarded a train for parts unknown,
far out of the way of the blood-thirs-
ty denizens of Egypt, where they
slaughter umpires who give baseball
games to rival teams."
' Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN .
Phone sci6.400lA Breadsvay.
PADUCAH, KY.
Dry Hot Air Baths given when in-
dicated.
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Lloyd says Ise learned that Ecketein
went back to his former home in
Greenville, ,Miss.
The Cairo Bulletin of yesterday
states as folbows regarding Eckstein
pulling out: ,
The trials and tribulations of the
timpire are many and great, to which
statement 5Si&ney Eckstein, one time
Baseball-Militia.
Secretary W. I'. Greany, of the K.
1. T. league seems to be not only
a baseball enthusiast, but concerned
in the state militia also as the Cairo
papers yesterday state that he, us
captain of the military company
there, is daiky drilling his company,
preparatory to the annual encamp-
ment to be held this year at Spring-
field, DI., by the state guards of Illi-
nois.
---
Fawny's Brother Married,
The Memphis, Tenn., papers an-
nounce that there married in that
city Joseph Farnbaicer, deputy sher-
iff, and Miss Mayme E. Kraff, of
Louitsville, Ky. The groom is a bro-
ther of Miaurice J. Farnbaker. the
former secretary of the K. I. T.
league, who resides at Cairo. The
groom resided -here when a boy and
has many Paducah friends.
Paducah Boys Beaten.
Yesterday the crowd of Paducah
boys went to Smithland to, play the
trans of that city returned here. While
away at the neighboring city the
Smithland boys put it over the Pa-
ducah chaps by a score of 6 to 5. The
Paducah team had only one player
over 17 years of age, while the Smith-
land club ran in a lot of old his&
and captured the game.
SIX LIVES LOST
IN HOTEL FIRE.
May be Other Bodies in the Ruins—
List of the Del&
St. Paul, Minn., July 18.—At
hasha, Ann., six persons were burn-
ed to deatte in a fire which early to-
day destroyed the Depot hotel. The
dead: Mrs. A. Hoffman and baby:
Robert Johnson, expressman; Ger-
trude Stentscher. Rebecca Herman,
Jame; Hunt. There may be other
bodies in the ruins.
The fire was caused by the explos-
ion of a gas tank used for an illum-
inating plant.
ABNORMAL DEATH RATE OF
INFANTS IN CLEVELAND.
Cleveland, 0, July 18.—Within the
Net nine days eighty-two infante
under one year of age have died in
Cleveland, and the city health auth-
orities are making a close investiga-
tion into sanitary conditions and
the milk supply.
Carlisle D. Graham and Wm. D.
Glover, Jr., 9VAILM through the rapds
of Niagara Falls Tuesday Graham
had a cork jacket but Glover wore
nothing.
• From Heat
TEN DEATHS IN NEW YORK
AND SAME NUMBER IN
CHICAGO.
Strike of Icemen Adds to the Dis-
comfort, and May Lead to Ser-
ious Trouble.
New York, July 18.—Late returns
from the hospitals show ten as the
total dead from yesterday's terrific
heat in and about New York. More
than ice cases of prostration were re-
ported by the police. Everywhere in
the city thousands of persons spent
the night on roofs and doorsteps,
while the park benches were crowd-
ed. Sleep was almost out of the
question except under the most fav-
orable conilitions, particularly on the
East side and in the quarter known
as the tenderloin.
No relief is promised by the weath-
er forecasters, and as the humidity
rose rapidly during the night, the out-
today wa: serums during the
110nre of the morning.
wing to a strike inaugurated by
7ocs icemen in the employ of the Am-
erican Ice company discomforts of
the heat wave will be milgoified to-
day in many sections of the city,
'acre ,it.4,feared the strikers will at-
tempt to prevent others from taking
their places.
Brooklyn seemed fo suffer from the
heat even more than Manhattan. Sev-
en of the dead lived there, and the
ambulance service for all the hospit-
als worked attested ineeeeantly, elev-
en calls being received in twenty-five
minutes.
Chicago's Record.
Chicago. July 18.—After thirty..-one
persons had. been prostrated and ten
of them had died during the hottest
day up to date this mummer, a breath
of cool air relieved Chicago laet night.
The relief was short-lived. After a
few hours the wind veered again, and
the heat was intense throughout the
ear19 morning hours.
Philadelphia Suffers,
Philadelphta, July 18.—Today's
hot wave was a record-breaker for
the summer. Thie morning at 8
o'clock the government thermometer
on top of the postoffice building rcg-
i-stered 85 degrees, nine degrees
er than at the same hour yesterday.
,The suffering among the poorer
classes in the tenement district is in-
tense. During last night hundreds of
persona sought the roofs of their
homes that they might catch a breath
of air and secure relief.
At Boston.
Bolton, July tfl.—The heat, which
acquired new energy yesterday, con-
tinued today with promise of nearing
the record mark for the summer. Dur
ing the night the mercury did not go
brlow 70. and it began to rise with
Km"
BASEBALL
TODAY
PADUCAH VS CAIRO
Admission—General, 25c; Grand Stand, 35c; Box seats, 6oc.
Seats on Sale at Smith & Nagel's.
Game Called at 3:30 p. m.
GO TO
HOTEL LAGOMARSINO
FOR YOUR DINNER.
35e EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY.
11:30 UNTIL 2 P. M.
DINNER SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED 50gs. 12:3o to 2.,
the dawn. By Is) o'clock it stood a'
88 according to the weather bureau 1.7++.:-1-4-1.1-4-1-1.44+++4++++.1-1: : 7 •
chernrorneter. Thermometers in var
toils parts of the city registered above Che
90 at the same hour. The humidity
tcday wa ;lightly below the normal, ,+ p 1
and there was a little breeze. rescription $
. At Baltimore.
Baltimore, July 18.—Today is the
warmest of the present summer so
fat, the thermometer having register-
ed 92 degrees at to a. m, with -the
humidity at 5t. There has been one
death from the heat in this city and
a few prostrations.
FROM PLEASURE TO SORROW
S:nglar and Frightful Accident to a
Boating Party.
Lexington, Ky., July 18.—While a
plesovre party of fifty people were
ritfing• down the Kentucky river at
Valley View last night, on the Sham-
rock, a boat belonging to the Ken-
tucky River Poplar company, the
boat struck a guy line at boom No.
3, three miles below Valley View,
and was capsized.
Miss Nancy Carpenter was drown-
ed, and five people ,were seriously in-
jured by being struck by pieces of
the boat and logs while trying to
reach shore.
The injured are George W. Hutch-
inson, superintendent of the Ken-
tucky River Poplar company; Hanan
Reece, Russell Wharton, Miss Mary
Brookshire and Miss Hattie Bryson.
The body of Miss Carpenter was
found this morning several miles be-
low the point at which the accident
happened.
WITTE TO SAIL NEXT WEEK.
Washington, July IA.—Ambassador
Meyer has cabled the state departs
ment that M. Witte, the Russian chief
plenipotentiary to the peace confcr-
ence, will sail from Cherbourg on
July, 26.
PURE COAL
Store
The more serious the illness,
the more important it is that
you bring the prescription here.
, In our prescription wore we
use drugs of but one quality
and that quality is the finest on
the market.
We are extremely careful to
accurately follow the directions
of the physician in every case. -
J. fl. Oehlschlaeger
Bruogist
Sixth and Broadway
TELEPHONE 63. J.
: : : :
11111111/1.1■611111111INIMINNIIIIMENII
The recollection of the quality of
cur prescriptions remains long after
the twice is forgotten.
HAYES
L. A. Philbert, Pb., 0., Mgr.
7th and Broadway. Tel, 756.
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered free of charge anywhere in the
city.
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Means Our Kentucky Coal will give the most heat, burns up clean and makes no clinkers
'Family Lump, well screened lic bu:
Large Nut 
 
 
 10eibu
Place your order for coal with us
United States Gas,_ Coal al Coke Company
Both phones 254.
Large Egg 11c tu.
Nut 10c bu.
Office Fcz)t ,)ft0hio Street
Questions Suggested by the Pieta.
HAI Habits of RaCCOOns,
tratatea• at a Ilauthirra Ob..- • - as
the Way° of the deetatual
tolllageot Littler ne1111801110
01 tkee--',Wooda.
noisome' psychology is to be atuend,
I see, in Paris," said an observant
sinews recently, according to the
New Orleans Timee-Democrat, "and
the scientists are going to take the
erubtect up in a systematic way. That
Ii a good plan. It is a broad field, and
research along these lines will no
lotibt be productive of much interest-
ing data. Heretofore what scieatista
have id along this line, and in fact
an th have learaed, has been of a
theore cal nature, anti it may be said
that animal psychology has not passed
beyond the purely experimentel stage.
"Darwin came nearer formulating
an exact hypothesis than any other
'dentist when he took up the study of
the emotions and the means of ea
pressing them, but even this splendid
treatise is lacking in that definite data
which would place animal psychology
among the so-called exact sciences.
But it has occurred to roe that a busy,
bustling center of population, where
sue may find so much that is artificial,
so much that is out of !memory with
:166 natural order of things, wovid
sot be the place to prosecute in an
intelligent and satiefeetory way a
study of this it.tenotiug subject.
lurroundings a trifle more rugged
would seem to afford a better opine
inane for the obeervance of mental
processes in the lower order of life,
although, of course, much may be
learned by the method u inch has been
adopted by Eurepean scientists.
"In the southern part of the United
States these scientists might find much
feta that would give them a more
ieflnite clew to the reascuing meth-
Ida of animals of the lower order.
that little trick of thenpposausn. for
natence, when be feigns death, shows
an element of shrewdness which one
ferrety Ands in oreers of intelligence
sepposieely higher. Take the rec000n.
Why is it that he will leap up on one
tide of A tree and then jump as far as
he can from the other. wide? It is •
.rick. Ile Is trying to fool the dog
that is after bun by making him be-
feve he is up the tree. The 'coon has
prantieed this game for so long that
no well trained dog will ever bowl up
a tree until he has cireied around is
several times to see if the game has
sot resorted to the usual make-believe
'Why is it the, a "con, when the
tree Is falling under the effect of the
hunter's az, well scamper dons es,
trunk ot tie tree toward the stump?
ire has two reasons for doisig it. In
the first place, unless the dog knows
Ids business, he will rush out to the
intention of the falling treed believing
th• game will &camper out from the
',cp. In the second place, be reasons
that It is safer for body and limb
In either event he is reesoning about
the thing. It Is a psyelsological pro°
ells. Instanoes have been reported
ey busters of where 'coons would
'sop from this top of falling trees,
seemingly knowing that they were
purseed by trained dogs, who woeld
1.ang 'trolled the stump until they
meld scamper down the trunk of the
tree. But the rule is the other way.
"The point I as. trying to make,"
concluded the observant, °nines, tee
that the woods art fined wit% thes•
evidence", which might give the sci-
entists a clew to the reasoning meth-
ods of animals of the lower order."
REGARDING WHITE ANIMALS.
ll0000nal Clatangeo is nos Colo, of
Corlbatia Boasts) and Birds
Ooeor.
A polar bear would not his •
chance in stalking seals if it were
of a darker color. The only black
spot about it is the tip of its nose.
fhe sailors who first landed on van.
au' unknown arctic shores and bay.
stated that the bears unol te tate
them for seals, and begin to leans
them at a considerable distance, lying
iown flat on their bellies in the at-
titude in which thes well-known pho-
tooraph by' Mr. Gambier Bolton show,
the old polar bear at the Zoo, end
wriggling raking in that position until
they came to an Ise hummock, when
they would get ut peer over to see
if the "seals" we alarmed, and
wriggle onoterain. The sailors added
that they could always see the black
3060 when the bear rot up near, and
'owed that the bear put his paw <nee
els muzzle to hide it. The arctie
'ores, the "blue" hale, the ptarmigage
-yper and etenine all undergo the sea-
tonal change to white by an identical
noes-es, says the hondon Spectator.
The hair or fe•thers, us the ease
night he, lose color and turn white
ey chat may almost be described a*
ma instantan.eous process. In the
coxes and birde the white oornes in
eatches; but the speed of the (mine
:hence' is remarkable. There are
eine stories of pectins whose hair
sas tamed white 'rem shock "In a
Angle night." Jute-A:et by the birds
end foxes. these stotees must be true.
No up ever sons the process of fad-
cig going on. The feather or patch
et far which was brown or ain
gra'y suddenly whitens. Yet a• ris
ass actually seen the eelor going.
the explanation useualy riven is that
It tithes place by night. There resents
no "half way" tint +element the white
sad the original oolor.
diaaulas rroartioo That Is talosaireas
La by took* If•ooa rigool• to
Toonsist.aata.
At Shamokin. Pa., some queer emir
mom have ourvi red the marsh ef prog
tees among the Polessaid Russians
ne of these observances La "switch-
ing day."' It is a favorite day foe
bashful lowers, for swiftness of limb,
rather than eloquence of tongue, cap-
tures the belies of the oonimunity,
lays an eastern exalting,.
For days the man has been in train-
ing for the run of his 11th, while the
maids &dense corsets and rob lini-
ment on their kneecaps *very night
ere wooing slumber. Eirsally the
morning of "switolling day" arrives.
The roan sees before Mahal/ the maid-
ens of his village. He may tales his
pick. All be must do le ter catch eat}
'witch and dock with water the one
of hie ehoice—the maid whom he
wet:ad have for hie wife. If she is
fleeter of foot than he and escapes
efts he &ea If the man is Wowed of
his quaary she seldom pie way,
though his feet see Mad in Imam
shoe&
"filerkohing day" et foomokis Is
Zoete: &laden, when all the lade mad
lasses of the coorntry rowed above
gather at the town for the menu&
meeting. A errs 'tasting to Rua I.
accepted se a token that she is not
averse to her pursue?. ?be yotrelre
start in aceepted aa a pimp/coal, and
no matter what misfortune may be-
fall ilia quarry be must provide tor her
ell the days of his future We.
Pathetic Indeed was the Most:aka
of this fact in the case of engem Maw
tok, who was by all odds the ban*
sonseet gtri In the hossien *Mortis
for many mites about. Shia was tall
and aleolter and her eyes ware SOUld
We. ghe wee crowned week goats
hair, which Freer in dainty singleis
elese upon her head. Mims Manhole
bail mope suitors than she sould aw
mph and she was rea7 ooy. ris.4 e4
Snot. the maid had, since aeseving ea
• marriageable age, passed one
nrwttching dee" in safety without the
riving of her promise.
Wise Manbok untn seen on the to.
sent festival °emission bad eweeedell
in outdistancing all her pursuers.
litany were the mime ahe had run, but
we. had a switch or • pal. of water
Immo within reaching distance of be.
petite form. It was then that Andrew
Itotainaky, a shrewd young man, elm
had purposely waited until Wm Maw
look had become fatigued, goes abase.
Of darted the maid, and after he.
sped the puramer.
Down the refiroad truck they
mashed an unheeding. Po seethed
were both ooneestante—the man ras-
ping for • wife, the girl far Ilberte—
that the sç.vooh of • testa was tit
aotleed. The engine tooted Arnie
and at tts Maas Miss Mantwak,
eighte& stumbled and fell upon the
tea Both of bee lags were out off
below the knees, but the doctors see
she orin nee. Lad Zobinsky, regar4
lees of her being a ortypie.
that he will keep bile wevr"ore oo wed
hey Jost as won ;hie as
leave the nurse's cars.
LOVE BALLS IN SEAN STATE&
trotao• ao4 fot•roottrna Divorotara
Ammons Tomos Pollt• I. Oki-
soma Ihnsotro.
Trod W. Carey has recenny bees
traveling through an almost unknows
part of the Chinese Shan state.* white/
Se between China proper and Inarmah.
Is the account of his journey, whir&
be recently read before the Royal
Geographical society, he spoke mast
favorably of the wormers of the maw
try, though his opinios of the is is
sot so flattering, says the Now Well
Z1▪ • their fame and finer% 1111 Olga.
them Rheas resemble the hapassem
and 'the women are, to say the least
jail as unconventional and fascinating
There the resemblan.oe ends. This cries
are Isay, rood-for-nothing felkiens, who
weer work tuneee they are absolutely
obligati to do so. The worefe toil dun
nig the summer In the rim holds and
spend their time when at how. is
wearing cloth and in household du-
ties. They wear a n7 pretty coo
tame, !winding a leig white petee
met, which is much more becoming
than the ugly misshapen trousers of
the Chinese wonern.
Mr. Carey describes a diversion of
the young people which eery much in-
terested him. As he passed through
the villages the girls often provided
themselves with cotton wed balls,
which they call love balls, and twiny
dines he wee pelted with these lam
missile& Re sans they were of course
sot treteneted to oonvey any message
to him. but at the feetivities whieh
take place dozing New Year's them
eolored bans have a very important
part to pier. On these moutons oath
lax cloak& be more significant to a
rzz
man, for alas is very careftal ta
is only to the particular young
rqate whom she would Moe' to marry
Thus she eepareswee her preference for
one or another of the swains. IT the
young mem catches the ball. the filet
Is a sore Indication that he wialate
I. wed the &I, and the engage-moot
might as well be announced at ones
it if be mimes the ball, the fact In-
dloates that he does not reetprosate
the aftlon the insicTen allesdree te
give him, and she must itsd a lore*
elsewhere. At all et her Ornate the game
Is !simply a mode ot divtatioa, when
the maiden or man who falls Umtata
the ban most pay a 4'srfalt be the
Ilorewer.
laaolol Darla.
The areme's footmen wear wigs
which have eight rows of marls, whom
as those of the prinoe of Wale. are al.
lief. Re bas tried me steamy we's el *wed twohn rows, end theme of thee
werelag a 11004 aka ilaget 
1
o-Daerook pea amps. of Lowden are given sail
is Oat of Om Rata.
The Father —I aw ea glad Jobe got
sleeted to marrow
The llother--Yee te great ems
a
V.--
FIND OF ANCENI METHS&
leseerers at WbIllautedoara; X. 115 Dor
eartk 1111bott komaira to kilo
Old Leaves' Visitor.
What seemed tas be iregneesabs of •
aaagnatio iron meteor, %Isaiah maybe,*
descended to toss earth oentierieetego,
was discovered the ether day by seine
laborers who are excavating a Genius
in Knickerlsealser arenas, at c.twaii.
Street, Williamsburg, N. Y. The alls-
sovery was made at a depth of te leen
It being necessary to realms a WU 34
feet high before the sfliseensik Wan wee
reached.
Upon reaching a ten-foot depth in
Ike cellar •xcavation the men mum
upon the hard sublessee*, and at firg
believed it nothing but solid mein. I
extraordinary weight, hcrevemsr, made
them examine it more timely, and
when they cut into a large piece of
the matter they fonnd the interior was
• solid mass of iron ore beeves* •
surface several leases deep et bard'
cued yellow May.
The search was extended furthest
and the men came upon a prrierelly
formed ape's head and also a roans
head. An the matter warn turned owe,
to Frank N. Bolen, the contrite-Mr,
who will transfer the relics to same
eausellen.
"It appears to me," said Mr. Seidl,
"that when this meteor fell, perhane
centuries ago, it struck the ninth me
a shower of hailstones would. That
the pieces are all ancient is svtderat
from the hard yellow slay widah smfe
mounts each piece."
"A NEW LIFE RAFT.
16110-do•Ing Merle* o/ Ilpoetal Moo.
to Bo Placed on i.e... of tii•
Warabtpa.
The nary department is prorighea
some of the warships with • new lite
raft, says a Washington speelal fe
the New York World. It conelate of
an elliptical copper tube somewhat
flattened, with air-tight compare
'Dente, strengthened by finis. The
tube is istoased in cork. wound Alt
canvas and made absolutely woes:,
tight. Attached to this float is e
rope netting throe feet deep, froze
which ids suspended a wooden slatted
bottom. The netting is suspended
en the inner side of the fleet trent
14110 which travel on laeldings,
that the bottom reins na the propel
patition, as matter whieh aide of the
lost fans upon the water whee it
is thrown overboard. It does sot re
eldre to be righted, adjusted op
Illamsed about; it is ready for Norris(
Ibe memos* it strikes the listen
Oars are attached to the sidles of she
Oast I. peopel it when it is ecareplad.
Isaeragia parsecs tanned get razi this
graft Se sink IS. and, isanke the life.
beat. It cannot aspens or founder,
seer. Me a raft, r• to pieme against
She Metes of • skip.
The war department is aoniridering
ehe adviselinfty of equipping army
eransports with the same sort ad
fleat.
NAUTICAL SCII'en AT MANILA.
/swat °Metals t• Do Myeerthiso Pao.
• •to Cu lstriedialw,
of be laatltatio...
Naval officials at Manila Intend toil.
everything possible for tlo emcees of
the nautical school at that niece. This
institution was inherited from the
Spanish government. It tato been la
charge of Lieut. Richard H. Townley,
United States navy, who was recently
detached from that duty and ordered
home for eomplieity in certain irrey
nlar business relatiens with army sub
sistenee officers at nfanila. Anothee
officer has been placed in charge of the
institution.
The school offers a free education to
residents of the Philippine islands is
such professional duties as will equip
the cadets to perform tho duties of
masters and officers of merchant ves-
sels. But, while the education is ohien
ly of a technical and a prolessional na-
ture, the students also are gives broad
and liberal inttruotion in the general
'wenches of mathematics, geography,
grammar, English and history.
It is contemplated to prorid• the
wetiool with a practice ship to com-
bine practical with theoretical instruo
Ron in ?levitation, seamanship, and
the general regnire.nents of the pro-
fession for which the students are to
be prepared.
lartroleoa Tolograpby tor Warships.
Rear Admiral Bradford, ehief of
the bureau of equipment, will point
put in his animal report, says a New
Fork Herald dispatch from VfeshIng
ton, the nenessity of equipping Amer-
loan men of war with. system of wire-
less telegraphy. As soon as the ate
propriation is obtainedem will recoils.
mend 'he system to be adopted for the
ca'-al service.
Believing that Commander Richard-
son Clover, naval attsehe in London,
Is deeply occupied with his current
work, the rear admiral has recone
Mended to Secretary Long that a wire-
less telegraph expert be sent to Ent-
load to represent the navy in the
trials of the two new systems de-
*eloped by Lloyd's agency.
saseetetetty ea Sew York sometime
Electricity for the New York Cew
Ira, railroad, at least to equip its
lines from the city's limits to the
Grand Central station, is more this
• possiblity of the near future. It to
meld that an electric engine, In many
b-Nte details unlike anything now is
Pervh-s, has been perfected, and that
h will boon hare a trial. If its sun
"aa ia Vomit as is promised, steam
Iowa* may Pouts from the Grand I V it
feral sessile* betters January 1. is h.
Walme Mlamoo ta trarso cof '
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HELPS BOK ETPOMME'PERS,
Items of laformaatIoot Peattalablaa S.
Cor,laary Deportment—Soma
Excellent Dlakeo.
Aluminum is now being used ere
,ensitely as a material for toilet arti-
:nes. It has advantages over ailees
.n being light in weight and ueser
tarnishing, while it costa 'ennead Cal
be treated in an equally artistic: man
aer, says Boston Budget.,
With a can of deviled ham one can
work wonders sometimes if one has
6 relieble cue to begin operations
For instance, have a small can of it
end mix it through two gills of cream
-whipped stiffly. Add to this, too, •
of consoinsue in which is dee
solved half an ounce or even lees
eciatine. Put thlo into paper teens
ir into little china molds and set
in ice for as lung a time as Deceit
•ary, or longer, and unmokl when
serving.
01-1 potatoele should always be
?laced over tile stove in cold watet
end new potatoes; in boiling water
Let the old notatoes stand in ice w*
ter for too how. or two after peeling
and hefore cuueing.
Epicurean butter is screed with
;Tilled !Ilene, etc. To reeks it. put
two tablespoonfuls of fi eh butter
n a small howl, and work into it
thoroughly with the poiet of a ail
ne knife a mixture of cayenne
mixed tenh powder. minced parsien
einem neve and mushreoes powuer.
odhen this is aucomplishedoset it oc
the ice. aid as semi as solid 'stamp it
,OZO willIty pate. Dot these about
the meat in serving.
A delicious sandwich is made bt
&presiding thin ovals e' bread with
!qua' parts of finely chopped celery
end walnut meats, mixed with
:hopped olives rod • Etna mayon-
naise.
To stuff an olive, peel the pulp
from the stone spirally, as one peels
an spree, being careful not to let it
break. Then make a tiny ball of the
Illing and fold the strip about it.
Too much baking powder is oftea
need in doughnuts and fried drop
rakes, causing the dough to burst out
es very irregular ioubblee on the
edge, which soak fat and Make the
doughnuts heavy and unshapely.
A pure cream of tartar baking pow.
der makes the dough rise slowly, aa
the gas is not all liberated aim,ply by
moisture. Therefore, if you wcruld
have the best result". either put the
biscuit into an es, . of moderate
rather than intense heat, that they
:...laave time to rise before a brownst
is formed, or let them stand
Ion minutes to rise, sad then poi
them into a hot even.
Chwamed chicken or creamed Irwin*
treads may take the piano of creamed
oysters, at .1 are really more whole-
moms and uore easily promired. Par-
boil the ,weetbreade and pick theist
apart; to each poi. allow else can of
muahrooas washed and chopped fine.
Stir the e into a pint of cream sauce.
Where aickeu is used, to each three
pounds f chicken that has been most
sarefun .• boiled and eut Into dice an
low a • ot of mushrooms and a pint
sf CMS, sauce.
FASH:ONABLE FEIKININITY.
— --
ittraett• a Vieatneea of Walsita sod
Glowo• for Sommer
Season tot b .tottaeoa.
— -
Apropos of revive's it may not be
amiss to hint tOat si return of the
pannier owerstirt le persistently
threatened, says a fashion authority.
A very stunning outing hat for
summer shows a felt crown and a
straw brim, both white and trimmed
with a soft Persian silk scarf.
White waists are more to the fore
than ever, and they have embroidery
and lace tucks, and insertions with-
out number.
White with a touch of brilliancy
lent by Persian embroideries is a
tionspicnous favorite of the best de-
sirners. and daring bits of contrast
cake a feature of Paris gowns.
Lace flounces are once more th•
height of fashion, and handsome
'owns are again made with two or
three of these counted on a satin
'oundation for Vie skirt..
Red silks are to enjoy a great
rogue during the coming season.
They are either shot Yen)), white or
have an irregular pafterA, are in
Iwo shades of red, or are in red sad
Mack.
There is a new China silk which ie
listinguished by perpendicular line.
sf open work, like drawn-work, with
a dainty interwoven design. This is
especially attractive with -yoke and
ieep mitten-shaped cuffs of lace, the
face threaded with narrow velvet rite
bon in any color desired.
This is to be a season of ruffles
quite a numbee oe the new fancy
waists are made with frills down the
front, sometimes a single narrow one
set the edge of the lap. sometimes a
broad ruffle and sometimes two, and
hieing opposite ways, so full as to
form a nebot and concealing the fee
toning of the bodice.
Keep the Mother Y000rg and Rapp,.
Ilia charming power to throw away
her the moment the conditions which
keep us from fun ought not to belong
exclusively to babies. We took out-
rageous liberties with mother's sweet
face when we lay cooing in her arms
and she was the happiest of worms. In
eonsequenee. Is it not a pity that
through our years of necessary train-
log we should forget the trick of
playing with her t7 the time we are
'gown? No girl. I am sure, eould pos-
iibly misinterpret me Into moaning
that we are to turn sober esasiders-
slow' into foolish ridioule. What I
vial:: mean is that many matters
would he improved if a sense of hews
sheet It. light upon home sad Wessel
booll be amomplisis 4 by girla.--Mleiga
811111.11h Wise MUM ageellh
A JUNGLE "INFAIR:. AffillitAL PSYCHOLOGY SWITCH GIRLS THEY LOVA.
IN AlessCekjIrr than Idia emis tahgeorrathIntn*e re stall  "41••
tanned a rural section whin the people la
the towns designated as the "Nagle," • tens
of contumely handed dowp from a period
when this portion of the county was isolaten
by impassable roads and coverts. with dross
timbers. The "jungle" fell Wend in the
march of progress. The farm wagon con-
voyed ths family to &arch on Sundaes when
the people on the prairie redo is "awing
wagons' or owned buggies. There was one
prewailing style of architecture, which is still
q.nentiy men, the square log house with
one r001:11 and a boxed-up kitchen steiseeide,
The lights streaming through the one saia.1
widow showed such decorations on the
train as a shotgun and ride, the hem pow
dw teak and hunting pouch, and trophiel
of the hunt, while on winter evenioPI the
clewing firelight from the cavernous fire
threw shadows in and out among the
estoons pions, a dried pumpkin, sad
pendent's.= the rafters.
The house in which Heater Lane was barn
stood in a small cleared space in the heart
• the "jungle." Here she grew to woman
hood with ho wider experience with the o.
side -world than the weekday walk go the
nearest village, and an annual journey to ths
*minty seat in fair time.
Her first hardship came to her at the ego
of ela when she must trudge each day fos
11 miles to the district school. Rat school
days in the "jungle" were soon over, the boys
getting the most of the "schoolizn because
the gins married and had no use for its
There were no bachelor maids in the "jun,
gle." Marriage was a certainty about +hien
t. could be no doubt.
H' t.ar Lane being what the natives of the
"jungle" creed • "good, 'inert girl." it
wee expected she would make a good match.
It the Lane home was more picturesque
than some of its neighbors it was became
Hester's hand trained the morning glory
vine" over the window in summer and hid
the woodpile behind a bank of sturdy holy-
hocks and princess feathers. 'Tin pans
and pails shone nowhere eke with such
brightness and luster as they did on that
bench outside the hitches) deor. Resides
Hester had pieced more patchwork quilts
on the loss winter erenings than any other
girl in the "ensgle," where • feather bed
and bedding and • gwv was the dowry every
Wile was expected to bring to her bus-
band.
Hefter had her shok-e between Squire
ilindsoe's son William and "Jim" Gillian.
whose father vas the tag land owner is
the "jungle" and could bet off ten acres
for the yogis' people to start out with. Bee
Mg a pendent-minded young woman, Ham.
ear toot "Jim" and the wedding day who
sot for Octorbee.
Squire Radom, who had "tied the knot'
In every marriage egromony wheel had
bakisa place In the leuagle tar a decade.
:ila:t4a. solemn advise as he deemed
aad supglaneated the
sorieseary tee the prolog people to take. A
wetizi is the "Sogle" was a quiet attain,celebration We. the "Wade on the
day, when Ste =husband teak
kids to kb father's
sad peg Hester looked as ebe
sat beside "Jim," ea the tree* ems of the
sew wages la hie firms of "min
Was delaies," trimmed with white Is., is
the radii*, and her last sesemes hat ro
deeerated with trash ribbon hew This
away assetums neweeented the mots.
sal* el cop and butter above the
groceries for many weeks. It was
" tee, • wenn( !necks* sat
=es* of the luxuries 0 the Luee,
Zloty as they wers, the "lafair"
were antvtag before them. The chatrs
were arranged in • semicircle around the
ream. sod ',71m".and Hester eat dews
sear the men tow. The company, the
elder tassrhere first, 0111324 forward sue ity
eine and efteek them by the hand and
Id theie soupatulatiens. There we.
set cue plume in which the good Irish*.
emod be overegred. -I wish yes much toy,'
repeated seek neighbor, solsem17, ea set
dews age& nes there was idlers ia the
MO^ the enacts staring lalankletrt
br whiride sod poem. relieved eno
barvesoment ley occasional whispers te seek
ether.
When the Joyce and witty myiage
ealivesse1 the feettrities of the "
were exhausted some of the older folks ito
gaa reednimenseng ef former wedding me
asedeaa
'We airtime how the world deal chasm;
mid lInale "Araner Taylor. He and hi,
Val: Learnt," were Metres's len "You youngwh
pet iareL,d ami .tart out Is the
seoradays don't know what hard times are.
Tosese henbor be toor your house with,
end •Vook stove, sod ore can 
years age, when Lanza Nad
tar bade
OD i
and shit,* and table already  
ar
=
se 
hod.
"Leers awed st aid Kaskaatia. Her
Wet had come over as to the Mach side
from Karatookr, and I, being • roving *ha,
and tired of Tennessee hills, turned up there
me day sod went to work for his.. Loh
bag was ap dye* by bend le those den, an4
Laws helped Is the cornteth24- walla
is love sed• were One Lay efts
AM I teak Lacnoup behind roe on a *sea
pad with all our worldly coeds fed Is*
meek otiusew (pantry. We sayer slop;edirtni2• vs started eat to ut
we reached the "amide,' and took up g
ti of laed and bellt a cabin- medal alfernitervi with my own bands, aad
evoked elk th icials In the dairsee. I bed
t "Li le for almost ererynkinethose ye. and Lents staid Alamein the
wilderness, bat the /adieus were gons, and
there Inset seething more dan in
the weeds then varmints and wildest.."
'Asset we didn't taro 'In! sir' diapers le
these days," seld 'Pia'? father. We had
turkey and venison, which we shot Is the
woods, and for cake and pie we bed geed
mr-
baked in the ooele on the hearth.
mether didn't hive •
weelelfwg trees Ithe Rester
Remy wooley she
the wool for it, tee, There wean t
hat' la them deTel the girl woe mend who
meld get a letof mliee to maks asusibeie
seen
There would have been mere marks' of the
geed add days when eiraplicity reigned at
soda! Lag asses, but the men must booty
sway for the "liouseraistna," and
Ile mo went doyen the Togs,‘"Jim°
sarshillo dews and piled on a pretty
seethe ten soros were in their
t new kerne was reedy Is th•
Inothe vegans "'BC" Bledsoe, t an
Vidttraltor, to show that he thsslihed
brought his Addle and there was a
kb
SWIM 11 the sew home, • "heoseereem
lag," and the wedding festivities wee sopa
'Jim" and Rester AM IS.. Is She
lentils.' bet the little house bas ether
ies added to it, sad a seat picket huip
sad '001-kept orchard mid gerdou
he imeW into progressive tarta
nt‘naireeperity wki.4 traieforesa
l 
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Wood, $1.26 per wagon
load delivered prompt-
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Office phone 251, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 304-6 Fraternity Building.
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 'so NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Residence sg6 Mee ass .`'•
J. K. Hendrick, J. 0. Misr
HENDRICK & MILLER "k
LAWYERS
Rooms r, 2 and 3 Register Build-
ing, eat 1-2 Brow:away.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
T. B. harrison,
City Attorney.
Attorney-at-Law.
Rehm Is and 14 Columbia Brd11-
Old Phone I00.
Taylor & Lucas,
LAWYERS.
Both Phones Cos.—Rooms ame mad see
Fraternity Bantling.
p.
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS
Room/ to,, II and Is. Columba
Building.
Paducah. Kentucky
J. C. Floornoy Cecil Reed
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWYER--
aid and *A. Fraternity Brig
Will prate hi sh otirta of Ky
sad
0. D. Schmidt
Architect amd Superintendent.
eco Ps-eternity Building.
Old Phone gra Red; New Phone 3s.
Paiar.gh, Keetucky.
ALBEI4 W. BARKI.EY,
Attorney-at-Law,
Room No. 5, Columbia Building
Paducah
Mattress Co.
or First-class Upholstering, Mattress
Renovating and Fine Repairing.
We store, pack and ship huotiture so
ghost notice.
PADUCAH MATTRESS CO.
215 10 axe South Third St.
Dr. L. P. Sanders,
Specialist on Diseases of
EYE, EAR, NOSE. AND THROAT
Eyes Tested, - - - Glasses Fitted
Office Hours: II a. tn. to 4 p. m.
Trueheart Building, Rear OffiCil.
Paducah. 
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i
Boas* people keep up a Mint! so long
they can't shake it. after the cause is
gone.—Atchiscn Globe.
What a .iffereot world this would
be if the voice of covecience used i.
snegaphonel—Chicago Daily News.
"Bobby, I'm surprised. This note
from your teacher says you're the Mat
..,
• boy in a class of 25." "Well, I oould
be worser "I don't see how." "It
+11
• 
might have been &bigger class."—Lon-
don Answers.
New Office Boy—"There was • wan
flame here to collect a bill while you
ere out." Proprietor—"‘Alist did
on tell him?" New Office Boy—"I told
Sim it was no use for him to rotern,
because i ou never paid any of your
debts."—Columbus Journal.
No Patiences—"What's the matter,
little boy?" inquired the kind lady,
stopping before a sobbing urchin on
the street. "I—I got a boil on my
seek." whimpered the boy. "Yea, but
just think how many boils Job Lod!"
1 know, but think u• th' patience he
had, tool" reptied the boy.—Ohio State
JouraaL
A very "timely" conversation wits
and a fair young guest. The hostess
was entertaining the company with
hostel's
deecriptions of her•trip abroad and of
the wonderful things she had seen.
i
,
*lock of Strasburg. "Oh. yes." re-
Among (ober things she mentioned the
earried on recently between a
marked the girl. 1 hove beard a!1
. at that; and did you see the watch
the Rhine. too?"
Dr. Varnadoe, a noted professor et
'eh, is very fond of flowers, arid
e days ago, on returning from his
Prete duties, be toned in his front
, _,- rd a pestiferous coif belonging to
neighbor. The Aoetor gave rho....
God the animal phinged toward tt,e
flower pit. and in another instant
erashed through the glass cover and
q mixed with the pots and plants he.
. low. When another professor noosed
a few minute.* later, he said. gravely
. I do not understand. Dr. Vernadoe,
why you should object so seriously to
ring • modest cowslip added to your
0 ne collection of plants." The doctor's
frowning face relaxed. "Ah, Sanborn,"
he retorted, "you see, this was only a
worthless bulresh."
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to go to the theater with hint that
evening, and hurried down to the
bank. The pay:ng • Iler took the
check, strolled back, looked at Dick's
lit`COJAt, and returned to the window,
Shaking his bead.
* "How much does it take to make it
good?" asked Tom.
"Not allowed to tell." replied the
teller.
Tom went to the reoeiving teller
and deposited $10, to Dick's credit, but
that didn't make the check good. An-
other $10 and still others were put up,
with the same result, until Toni began
to perspire and the bank .people to
., Utah. Flaaly Tom deeoeited his
Vi tenth Sin with the remark that it was
• tough game to be up against, and he
again presented the cheek, only to be
et with another shake of the teller's
d and the information: "Very
( g , Mr. Blank, but that acoount was
lomewhat overdrawn."V
Tom gave it up and dashed out of the
bank. He had so sooner gone than
Dick sauntered in, and, asking how
much he had to his credit, was told
100-
"Just Leask me this check for $00."
I Is said, "and if you see Tom Blank
ay tell hint no awfully sorry I
Allif hennot able to see him this even-, as I have decided to take thattie Boston trip we were talkingut thin morning." .
(Moen Tea and ninon Tea
differenoe in color between
ft green Ind black tea has been ascribed
to various causes. Reoentig Mr. Aso,
of Hie agricultural college at-Tokyo,
ba investigated the subject, and he
o a, in substance, the following ex-
! Hon: In making green tee the
s are steamed as soon as irath-
in the case of black tea the
are allowed to ferment 'before
. The result is that the fin-
s black tea contains much lesd
is than the green contains. The
ori I tea-leaf pØseeaaea an old-
IS
enetymne wh h is destroyed is
eea tea by a tuning. In black
during fermentation, the enzyme
dims the twin% and rives riest
a orownlen natured prodigal--
o stfle Gomponlesto
BANK ACCOUNT WAS SHORT.
• But It Was Ihroaglit Og to Baii4iMisto
la a Moot Disowtrwas aad
traordiaorr altsaultr.
Hers is a story of two well-known
young Baltimoreans, whom we win
sail Mr. Tom Black and Mr. Dick So-
and-So. Each prides himself on being
absolutely up to date and up to snuff
jai all particulars. Tots oalled around
o Pt* se* Dick one morning • short time
,
ago, and had scarcely passed through
the door before Doh exekimed:ii‘lx,
'By George! The very man. flay,
ine - want to no to Boston this litter-a, and I need 175. I wish you'dt me have M. I really wonlda't ask
you, but see my position.'
"Yee," replied Tom, "a sort of ton:h-
and-pp or no-touch-no-go position.
You are better off at home, Dick. It's
very cold in Boston.*
"Somewhat frost, here, too, It
seems," said Dick. "But It's all a joke.
old man. Come in and sit down."
e "Haven't time," said Tom. "I just
a stepped around to see if you wouldn't
let me have that 3100 you already owe
me—if it's perfectly convenient."
Dick seemed to make a hurried men-
tal calculation, and then told his
ftiend that he would give him a cheek
for that amount, but didn't think he
d quite that much in bank.
But you can go down and see," he
ed.
IS-P(ION EfN BUREAU-.
NT TOM P. 1101141Ad.
Them is a wreck • down at Spoonses
house—a wreck that was formerly a pieos
of blithe maultood, with a marked tendency
to talk and o wen on his head. The wreck
le question used to be saluted by hie trod,
More as Mr. Spooner.
Where, before, all was joy, In the htgbest
octave; now is sorrow and woe la large
quantities end a dilapidated bureau is re
maritably small pieces.
The bureau in question arrived in the
Ilairdower, so Spooner used is. proudly se
tart. Unfeeling netghbors used to soma,
times sneeringly remark that it had murs
the appearance of haring come in the Ark
But neighbors will carp and let their toms
tan through your cabbiege-patch in wild
and •bristly freedom, so ite will take thole
timers at 60 per cent. discount.
How the bureau came triers was not the
mhject that worried Spooner just before
a. pall of darkness, and bumps settled ()Val
the happy home. How to get. it away was
what agitated his mind.
Spooner's only daughter, Cyclone,. had,
It least, been so fortunate as to sorrel a
fearless being, who made her hi wife-and
the wee Cydonia Spooner no longer. It
is not the purpose of. the writer to die
tribute the idea that, but for this time-
ly attack of matrimony, Miss Spooner would
have become more altitudinows Far iron
Ii! She simply ceased. as • Spooner, to
auks the menu at three daily repute look
as if attacked by an itinomat eat, aod to re
mark plaintively that woman's rreasion on
earth was not clearly defined around thi
*drew that their daughter had succeeded
la comments( matrimony in the firm
degree, Mr. and Mrs. Spooner resolved tc
do the proper and appropriate thing. Atte;
much Cristicular thought, they decided to
preset her the ,sacred bureau, aroune
which clustered each hallowed assocdetions
like those Incligsaoes to an old bagel..
sobs.
The sawed bemire was located in the
woad story of the Specaset domicils, is
the "spare" bedrhosal How to gm it down
Mara was the qualities.
TM time, several years before, when
Beggs, the drarman, had seised the pop
&roue piece of furniture to the wooed
story window, by means of nook rope Lott
profanity, was still fresh in Spoon/es...had
Be remembered that dew had reesouged
the bureau, which was an esormousty do
,eloped affair and t..en had messureei the
sta
"Too wide forth. stairs.' Was Jew' ow
Cot.
So without aoy more lass he liad pre
seeded to haul it up the Sidi of the hew,-
and iatronua it through a window.
But Spooner considers himself • peer it
the way of marointrated think, to any two
legged drainers that ewer wore a hairy hoe
ror for • beard sad charged 49 peons et
silver for carryon' • 50-sests trunk two
blioks. Hs knew, withoat wearing, that
Ike stairs were wide enough for the ba-
teau. Singlishanded and alone he attacked
be lugubrious piece of ferule are is its ewe
satire spare bedroom.
By dint of much pulling sad ma equal
amount of healing, he eitorooded in write.
lins it to the bead of the rtairwar, is spite
of the fact that it seemed coatinuelly
sock . its ditere into the floor, is e, deter-
mimed effort to roost the deportees.
Getting ahead, he carefully lowered the
bureau toward himself. The operation was
only marred by the triflaug swident of all
the irswers slipping out at esse sod the
tame time, and all but the last ems barb
lag some parties 44 Strew% perms as
=ell, • wood's 'bower, epos Ida, and
Wow La the "jog" of the stain
say. The last aad heesaset drawer de--
of prothe parted tame
lit, wrong aide up, on Spooner's
em regular order ceed
heat shoulders and bowed head. Hie bald
in the Mayflower heirloom blipped and the
meted Pees fell forward soon oink
 the
Oae stsides him exaatlt the ilia
Down they west, with oil tee asintitentent
and celerity that attend the peerage si
km. rushing frantically down the corridor,
if thee.
Stonier was a tied hi inhume of the
bureau when both arrived in the "Joe ot
the stairway.
The drawers "Ma bAalade tastedebucts
s few seeonds before, lag in • confused ham
with all possible corners upward to Ira
seine the {WY.. h ilarious Spooner.
He landed oa all them corners and menSo Torn took the check. Invited Dick ars) Ewe osiot seemed ao pot is
Ince for that occasion only, and the es,
altant and vindictive bureau stood square
er on its head on his quivering corporeality.
A wild, tusialed yell, so sharp yet so rot
ominous that it startled the ham out of tee
thimney and brought Mrs. Spooner to the
lent of the stairs.
"Oh, the precious bureau" she ahrieked.
'What, ohl what has happeaed to it!"
Presently • Mitt vniee piped up trees the
bottom of the pile where Spooner was do
kg a eontortioa act beneath the bureau:
"The precious bureau is 'uninjured a.
ret," it mid, "but I am mortally wound
wi by this calonet-made demon!"
Frightened at the •wiel coaditioo of bee
moues, buried bectesth • mountain of re-
morseless furniture and with ne insarasee
in his lift, Mrs. Spooner rats for assist-
in'. Presently she returned with neigh•
Dor Kilts:. By him strong atm, the wreck
4 manhood was drawn from beneath the
eiultaint heirloom of the Roundheads
Another meseuremeet was Mean tett and
rh• fonner decision of Jags*, the draysiso,
was "indicated. The burette would go or
terther down the "jog," for the /stairway
tree meals narrower from there down.
Without a word, but with • terrible dark'
blue resolve depicted on his cot-h....n.34
omega, and noes several inertia out os wee
dumb, Spooner, sweated by Kilter, set to
work to faros the bureau up to the top
d the stairs again. This they succeeded
• accomplishing, in spite of the Puritanical
resistance of that stubborn orthodox Meet
• drawers.
Then Boomer roll. It ever, and over,
aid, with the neigh' t's aid, he bolstered
I a moment on the e•
WiLn • eirile 44 al non fiendish joy and
spasmodic hitch to his pantsioonah slow.
7, slipping away from the elotebes of his
tie rear suspender batten, Spooner pushed
the bureau, sow thoroughly frightened, out-
ward, and it hurtl d through the air like
Me flight of • brass- mobbed meteor. With
a crash, it landed on the stone doorstep,
ivro stories below, ad was nothing but a
"reek of its former grandeur.
Col. Windygasee's valuable dog, of the
bench-lewd persuasnn, bad, but a no-
sent before,' been g 'awing an overshoe
en the doorstep. Now be lay under the
tureau.--only • canine recollection, a hairy
preassepot.
Cycionia got no wed lin* preeent from her
parents; Spooner got nothing but • eatties
assortment of burnp.4 and abrasions and
bill for $23, mid to be the mine of the
Its. dog. To all of which be objurgated
lie such pleturesque phrase that he sees e
iiturch trial is the n distance.
Miaarahlo. *mai )-0•14 141'Siteerre. 
. .
 •
(11.1ERS KILLED FOR DEER.
dew York Iluaitere Oblige./ to Par
$600 her Nombre. alumina
en a aim Farm.
John Hendrickson, a bree4er of
fancy cattle, mostly Guernseys and
Jerseys, living near Pleasant Valley,
en the Coohecton turnpike from
White lake to Newburg, N. Y., re-
gently found low of his finest young
heifers in Abe field, all riddled with
charges of buckshot, which had ens
taped the bodies just behind the fore
leg.
Neighbors reported that hunters
from New York, who bad been stay-
ing at Wb,itea Lake, had visaed over
his term in quest on partridge, and
that yards bad been heard in the
vicinity 'of the field where the cattle
were at pasture.
The dead heifers were the finest
specimens of the Hendrickson herd,
and 14 occurred to the owner as he
was examining the wounds that
killed them that they bore a strong
resexublanee to does by reason of
their delicately formed /Gibs. He
was seized with the idea that they
had been mistaken for deer by the
taunters.
Handrickson ...het to White Lake,
but found that the three men he
wanted had goes. Hs aimertained
their names and addresses in New
York and after coaaiderable difficulty
Located them. Hs ham just returned
after ',editor them, and as • result
sit his visit he le 000 richer than
when he went to the etty.
FIDDLES WITHOUT HANDS.
trireme Claween, et Attetera, V,t „ Over.
0•Maila fkoomai emir ire avow. a it-
eale
Atlanta. • small tows eolith of
Bloomington, Ill., has in Frank Clow-
son a fiddler whose chief bid for
fame lies in the fact that he is with-
out hands. Clawoon has been a per-
former on the violin since boyhood,
and his skill yea such that he was in
demand at every country dance in
that part of the country. Several
rears ago he whoa caught In a bliz-
zard and both bands wore so badly
frozen that they wore amputated at
the wrist. Supposing that his fid-
dling days were over, the old instru-
ment was laid away by the owner.
The old-time longing to bring out
music became too strong to lee re-
elated, and he isoneeived the unique
idea of playing without hands He
made a contrivance ens of heavy
wino which miehled him to wield the
bow. The matter of fingering was
more dithenln but by bard prectiee
ha trained the stump of his left hand
so make the nociesaary shifts from
one ~tag to another, and from pre
itim to position. With the fiddle
held in place by his chin and kro es
and with Wm help of his ling.,
erne& Clawsoo oars:ages to pls,
nearly as much su mesa as form
• YOUTHFUL GRANDILL
gra. Carleton. of Iowa
Gialsea the Ill000rd fee (he
nortliweet.
--
A nrsadmether t9 le the reoord of
Mrs. Jamee P Caoleston. of Iowa Falls.,
La who slairos the diestinction of being
Lb. youngest greurimother in the sa-
tire Dont:tweet Si is hoping to be s
great-orandmother by the Limo she
is 45.
Mr end Mrs. Carbetes were mar-
ried in Ohio IS years ago, Mn. Carleton
teeing only 11 ye•rs old when she ye.
wooed, won and Md to the altar by hes
youthful schoolmate. Leer than two
years later, when only 13 years of age
ib.* booms. a mother. The tendency
toward esray muerte gee in the Carmoom
family was trananotted to the dangle
ter, and two years ago, at the age of It,
the was married. Last week she lie-
eame a mother.
Until recently James P. Carleton was
postmaster at Iowa Palle, but a few
months ago he and his wife removed to
St. Paul, Minn., where their dasshter
and grandchild reside.
ateweseovat rev l000litiag the neerret
A promising movement has been
etarted in Virginia for the benefit of
the negro population. The idea orlp
lusted with Dr. K. E. Jones, of Rich
mond, and several prominent and
wealthy negroes are associated with
• Tile first of the proposed set-
Liementa will be established neer
Richmond. Phase of ten acres es-b
will be laid off. and upon each will
be erected a four-roomed log cabin
et antique style These plots will be
sold on easy installments plans to
negroes tnidons to bettor Ahem-
wires. They will be given prsotioal
and systematic inetruotion in farm-
ing., an experienced expert from the
institor • at Hampton being engaged
as *sal ootor.
rise a Peodtglous ieseneeL
A bold, remarkable project ts re-
iselering attention among Russian an-
giticers. It is proposed to oonetrnot
a tunnel under the main chain of the
Caucasus mountains from a point NI
miles south of Vladikavkaa. The tun-
nel will be is miles 1?sor and cost
175,000,000. Am soon as the Trans-Si-
berian railway is finished. it is be-
lieved. Ude Caucasian tunnel, which
has the warm support of the "Tor,
will be eommenced. From a military
and sommereial point of view the
wort well he nuat importenee. ae
the only direst etommunication with
trans-Catiossia from southern Russia
le by ea ordinary reed tons Visdib
"Ants to LAIL
lbeiteole i Chiba.
• year ago there were LOU penile
ashools in Cabe. vrt.li 1211,000 Whirr&
Sew 'ham aro 111011011 mamma AO-
Area. and sow ookools aoa WS/
IL ctruuRE PLANS
Oacrstary Wilson to Encourage D.
relopsnent of the Industry.
Will doh Coagrooe Ler $10,000 tor the
Pargoo. of Preliminary Test and
loweetigatioa What Con Bo
'boos to Vatted States.
Seem etery Wilson, of the department
Of agrieulture, is determioet to re.
Sive iat•erst in the cultivation of
worm, ad mulberry tores in tin
United Stotts, aid the sum of 510,e00
which he has asked maces* to give
him to develop silk culture In the
United State* for a preliminary test
sad investigation, will be spent with
a view of interesting every man and
woman in the country who has some
spare time for the work in the planting
of mulberry trees and the care of silk
worms.
If the appropriation asked for is
granted Secretary Wilson will turn his
attention first to the south, on account
ef the large amount of cheap labor
to be procured there. If the results
In the south are at all satisfactori
n the men, women and even the
children viii be appealed to by the goy.
srnment to Lend a hand in establishing
• new industry.
^After congress authorizes the
start," said Secretary Wilson, "I shall
be ready to furnish the necessary sup-
plies to anyone wishing to make the
experiment of milk culture. The work
Is about all dons in the spring, and If
my plans carry, by next spring every
member of congress will have at hit
disposal 50 mulberry trees to be given
away to his constituents. I think it
Kkely that I shall toll upon Booker
T. Weshitigtos to help me at the start
through his great Industrial' school
at Tooker'', Ala. He is ready there
he take hold of the experiment and
do muck in a abort time in educating
the people in silk culture.
"So far as I am ooneerned, I knote
silk culture tan be made a success in
this country. People laughed at me
when I said the beet itigir industry
would be a success, but it is a success,
and the total yield this year will be
$00,000 tons of sugar. We are grow-
ing excellent tea plants in this coun-
try to-day and preparing tea for the
market in an absolutely clean way—
that is, in steel cylinders and without
the tramping of perspiring cheap labor
upon the 1 . The Yankee can sur-
mount almost any obstacle, and be lob
mediately improves almost any idea
er industry he imports."
WANTS ISLE'S COINS CHANGED
sotto. Cloveraor of RevelS Craton
•weerieaa M.asy for Coe in
the Woad.
Authority for the conversion of all
Hawaiian "liver wine into corrmiposd-
tag coins of the United States and for
the immigration of • limited number of
Chinese leborers conditioned upon
their engaging in agricultural purruits
truly during their residence in the ter-
ritory sad their return to their own
wintry upon lee...sing to be farmers are
the tablet recommeadations of H. E.
Cooper, rioting governor of Hawaii, in
his annual repo t.
The prosperity of the Iolanda, accord-
ing to th, Noting governor. depend" on
the socceseful and economical produr
lion of sneer. "The employment of
Chinese and Japanese by the planters,"
he says, *never bait and never will hi-
tarter, with either American skilled or
anaidlled labor, but if an ample supply
of desirable labor can be obtained it
means millions of dollars spent for ma-
chinery, building' materials, took, steel
and iron and other supplies of Ameri
eam mannfaeture."
New Jersor's Toro rood Law.
What is said to be the strictest pyre
food law in the United States has just
gone into effect in New Jersey. Its
enforcement has been intrusted to
the New Jersey board of health. Un-
der it the office of state dairy corn-
saissioner has been abolished and hie
duties have eome under those of the
Wet food inspect ir. There will be
a large number of deputies scattered
all over the state. Everything that
ean come into use for human con-
sumption se food or drink is included
under the law. The inspection will
even take in canned goods. It does
sot matter whether these or anything
else is manufactured or put up out-
side the state or in it, they are liship
to come under the ban of the law N
th• •nalysis to be made from time to
time shows them to be unfit for he-
alth food,
Dt•prnves Korb Theory.
Positive sinne of tuberculosis have
appeared in the cow that VISA inocu-
lated with germs by Dr. George D.
Barney, of Brooklyn, several days
ago. Dr. Barney will permit the
signs to become more pronounced
and will then kill the cow and hold
an autopsy. Dr. Barney is now eel-.
Min that he has disproved Dr. Koch's
theory that human tuberculosis and
bovine tuberctfloais are not intercom
attinicable. Dr. Barney said last
eight that he had no doubt that the
*storey to be performed would
prove beyond doubt the fallacy of Dr.
Noch's theory.
Iteinenees In Emmert Indtaa
No fewer than 587,884 prisoners
were in the prisons of British India
In 1899-1900---an increases of 9one4
over the number for 1/011. Of this
huge *Oat only 24 555 were females,
which is a smaller proportion then
he western ooun trios.
ton or a nirteea.
1 A sew form of benefaction to •
New gland town M that taken la
the gift of franc. Sake*, of New
York,. who has given Serthiehil
Meeks • liaterreC haws.
inarrrn BRAIN WORE.
Owe, 'eke Mime the atissuries et
Clarks La the Waited that*.
ILanway Festal Service,
Willman al Mt are complaints,
leowadays of r:P,, taxied financially
but an army of men in the employ
of Uncle Sam are burdened with s
mental practice unheard of, as re-
gards extent, in any other country of
the world. Things that a railway
oostal clerk must rernernber hate in
erehood in such volurue that eae W011:6
tb...ok every cell of his brain would
rot tilled with the name of a toile ea •
er ratites,: c.ouncetion, and thy woo
der is taeit the clerk's mind does not
falter under the pressure. Despite
tikes* fasta cases of 'insanity among
this class of public servants are rare,
says the Chicago Record-Herald.
One Chicago poatal clerk maintained
for several years a record of 21,00(
cards (which take the place of letters
xi examinations) with an average per
oent, of correct dottribution of a frao-
lion over 99 per alien'. He knew how to
reach the,* many offices in several
states by the shortest, quickest rotite,
and he knew the correct location of
sack °files in its nate.
A clerk on the New York and Chi-
cago railway post office must know
the correct location of every post of-
floe in a group of states made up of
Illinok. Iowa, Wisconsin, Indiana
Minnesota, &mai Dakota and Ne-
braska. In these seven states there
are 12,317 poet ofl ces. Not only is the
clerk required to be "up" on the e-n
eral scheme, whir h means the CCA'A eel
location of the post offices in each
state, but he must know how to reacb
the whole 12,000 post offices from one
or more stations.
A clerk running between Chicago
and Minneapolis underwent no fewer
than 78 examinations in 15 years,
learning 13,308 offices in 15 different
Bections of the United States. Is
some of the examinations he was re-
quired to make a Chicago city distri-
bution, which means that while run-
ning over the country at the rate of a
mile a minute he must distribute let-
tere to the carriers of the Chicago de-
Beery. He must know not only where
every public building and leading met%
santile house is located, but also how
to divide the numbers on a particu-
lar street so that he can "tie out" his
letters to the correct carrier, accord-
to the route of the latter. This
same clerk made 13 examinations in
ten months, with an average correct
distribution of 9 .88 per cent. In 20
szarninatkina he came out of nine of
them with a clear 100 per cent. each.
Think of such • teak, taking into
ponsiderstion the puzzling similarity
of .names that are used to designate
post offices! Thoo, too, must be con-
sidered the fact enat there are hun-
i dreds of oases where in each state is• post offiete of the mama name. Forinatanee,)n the states named abovethere five post offices named Ham-
ilton, six Grants, four Gartields, four
Genevan four Smithvilies, foie Spar-
tam and five Jefferson', and so on.
In some instances there is a post ob
Sc. of the same name In each of the
seven gnat**. As one may imagine.
thi• only tends to confuse the average
mind.
-. THE MOUNTAIN LION.
Ira* columniation Roaa&-oled-Tellial•
Fighter of ti.. Cos Tribe-11°w
Hord to rind.
From a story in St. Nicholas we
atp this description of the old-time
mountain lion:
There was • time when the Arnett-
esia mountain lion was one of the
most formidable animals in the world.
The cat is the masterpiece of nature;
eau to. enteetassme ems VMS wee se Sis 
most terribly armed and powerful of
cm' cat Timmy. it was a °unmet
mass of hard and tough mastic and
gristle, with bones of iron, strong
Jews, sharp teeti., and claws like
Meal penknife-blades. It was
prodigiously strong, tithe, and quick,
cevered ;Pith a mail-coat of loose skin
that was as tough as leather.- It had
the temper of a demon, and was in-
satiably bloodthirsty. Withal, it had
the proverbial nine lives of the eat
tribe.
Against such an animal it was
hopeless to match dogs. It was said.
In the whool-books of 40 years ago,
that "three British mastiffs can pull
down a full-grown Asiatic lion." Per-
haps they could; trot they would have
been sorry of they had tackled a full.
grown American mountain lion of
that time. He was not to be "pulled
down" by anything; and if he had
beer. "polled down," that was exactly
the position in which he fought best
With his back protected by the earth,
and all four fearfully armed paws fly-
ing free, aided by his terrible teeth,
and a body so strong that it could
not be held in any position—well,
when he was "down" was the time
that he was most "up."
He onoe was found in all the Rocky
mountain regions, from the jaguar
haunted tropical forests of the ex
mime south to the borne of the
northern winter blizzard; but he at-
tallied his greatest size and ferocity
on the subtropical plateau of north-
ern Mexico, New Mexico and Arisona.
These animals are no longer what
they were. The tourist or hunter of
to-day cannot hens to fine, any of the
old-time 'mower co ferocity.
Otteginso toi Sterol needing.
As his children attained the age of
ten King Edward had everything eon-
aiming them which appeared in the
newspapers, pasted into albums, and
these were handed over to them whet'
they reached years of discretion. Tip
prince of Wales, however, began at the
beginning, and each of his eitildrea
has • volume of newspaper mottare
dating from the day it V-
woo Chroalcie
FRESH FASHICS NOTES.
nem reeve is Dream oreanisntattee
is heir:sore to tile p- mato
(elus,ea
_ .
A charming eve.tr,g for •
eoung girl is of L ich L.11 .1 wain.
veiled with either o trite. gold or col-
ored net, showicg a delieete "sign of
lace or ribbon appligne 1.1 . oral dr
alternatiag with too - or ca.
nenias sewn on 17, n 4'11( :eel artless-
nosh, acys th Br'. 
5.-me 1n;-er0 us rn rte I intro.
,ncodnun eivevtive no‘-t' thi• season
namely, black velvet a0Sea, aoout the
size of the palm of one's hand, ready
to applique onto silk, lace or chiffon
There is an open circle in the middle,
through which the material can lee
drawn. These roses make the most
effective sort of decoration.
The bridal robes of one of the brie et
of this season was made with a chif-
fon coat, tucked all over, meeting a
yoke of lace and lace sleeves, a lace
train starting from between the
shoulders, and a handsome lace
flounce at the hem. In this bride's
trousseau was a handsome white satin
gown, with a lace flounce round the
hem, put on very full and her. :eri by
festoons of chiffon caught up into
scallops.
At a recent society fenrtion in Pep-I.
one of the most picturesque and no-
ticeable toilettes was of black vel-
vet. The Louis XVT. corsage formed a
double-breasted front and long coat-
tail behind, while round the decollet-
age a deep white lace collar. ale..at
reaching to the waist behind, passed
river the shoulders and formed a point
In front. 'White mousseline transpar-
ent long loose sleeves were caught
tightly to the weist bo a black velvet
band.
L'Art Nonvean has ceased to be •
eoveity, although unique and, exoeede
Ingly beautiful examples are continn-
ally being produced, so the seekers for
something newer in the line of jewelry
end dress accessories have turred
their attention to the Russian produc-
tions. The costliness of these articles,
which are truly works of art, is stitli-
dent guarantee that they will not be-
come too popular, and their beauty
and variety of design win appreciation
from all lovers of exquisite ornaments.
Incrustations of lace are gaining in
favor rather than losing their pres-
tige, and very ethereal effects are pro-
duced by applying lace on to chiffon.
which is placed over satin; and they
also look exceedingly well on foularda,
especially white foulards, with fine
Irish point of rather a deep tone. out-
lined with black ribbon. The material
is always cut away from beneath the;
lace, which gives It a light effect.
White foulard with black Chantilly
incrustations is a good combination.
It is less erpensive than the very rich
embroideries and in man way. is
eery desirable.
HINTS ON FURNITURE.
Oanitnrtahle illanett That la null?
Made at Home—As taftsse
Oak %fain, Rte.
Few families, whether in town or
sountry. have sufficient r1,.,,t apace
in which to keep gowns and
wootei opwrinkled. The safer why,
in any ease. is to My them flatly.
ano • monthly in a box large enneoh
to accornmohnte them at their full
Length Seob a box may I e made
at home in such a way as to serve it
dentate purpoee—that of coneb and
wardrobe combined, says the New
York Tribune. A stout boy of implicit-
sd wood, six feet four ,inches long by
shout three feet four inches wide, can
be constructed by any big boy or his
mother withcitit difficulty. using round
wire nails, to avoid splitting the wood.
The cover should have a cross strip
near each end, and must be firmly
hinged on the box. Line the inside of
the box and lid with a serricevable cam-4
brie or silvan Then nail a cushion,
deep and springy, to the top. This
cushion may be made of an old hair
mattress picked to pieces and put In
sew ticking of the proper site, or of
"wool waste," or may be procured at
tittle expense from an upholsterer.
Tack an artistic denim or chintz Is
how plaits all ai onnd the box, and cover
'e top separately, finishing the edge
of the latter with a full pinked ruching
of the fabric to conceal the opening.
Rave • strong loop on the edge of the
top by which to lift it, and it is well te
laden a piece of strong tape at each
end to lid and box, to avoid straining
the hinges.
Heaped with pillows and whit an eh
gh\ituthroven over the foot, this makes
a coniforteble couch by day, and eves
by night if necessary.
An excellent hall table for a countrt
Souse was evolved not long ago by an
ingeeious girl from an ordinary no.
eginOed kitchen toble without • leaf
fflie sawed two inches from the legs.
then stained the whole with • bled'
Stein, made as follows: A few cents'
worth of logwood chips were put in r
stone jar, with just enough water te
cover them, and left to simmer or,
stove for half • day. This liquid
applied to the wood and left to d
Vinegar in which a number of rust,
nails had been ateeped was then
brushed over, and repeated until the
table acquired a good antique oak col-
oring. Braes rollers were then fas-
tened on the legs arid an old-fesahioned
brass handle put on the drawer. witch
was stained inside to match the out.
side, and served for holdingglovea, ete.
A scarf of dark rod leather was fas-
tened down the miet-le of the table with
brass beaded taeloi. anti. behold! are-al-.
Ly handsome "old sh"
•ail a Cowit Osio.
Willis--Ps, is pc litho. a profession
re a business?
Pa—Well, that deperflis upon cit..
sumstances. It you're tin the 'dia-
lling side it's a Iiilailitese.—Philadeb
lie Fmk
r •
Bubblers! Bubblers!
Bubblers!
Children get a Bubbler, dip in water,
and you can blow bubbles as big
as your head.
Requires no soap-suds, and therefore
NO MUSS.
One with every 25c purchase at
McPHER.SON'S
DRUG STORE
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered to any part of the city.
Phones No. rito.
Ccr. 4th and Broadway,
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
••111.
Wednesday Morning, July 59, 1905.
WANT
COLUMN
FOR RENT—Furni,lied rooms
within three blocks of Fourth and
Eroadway. Ring old phone 613-4.
FOR RENT—Three-room cottage.
.Apply to 1335 Trimble street
FOR RENT—Nicely furnished
room. Apply 622 Jefferson. Phone
1735.
FOR RENT—Front room, also two
rooms for light housekeeping, 1209
Jefferson street.
FOR SALE—A two-story frame
dwelling, seven rooms, !awe recep-
tion hall, hot and cold water, good
out buildings, nice yard with shafle
/aces. Wil sell on terms to snit pur-
chaser. Price reasonable. Apply at
924 North Seventh street. New
phone -elo, 630.
FOR SALE—Lots north side Har-
rison street, between 13th and Lath,.
364 feet 2 1-2 inches east and west,
165 feet east to west. App'y at Fra-
ternity building, Dr Blythe.
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE—
Union Centrat Hotel, 1105 Baoadway,
Paducah, Ky. Best location for $1
to $1.50 hotel anywhere. Reason for
wanting to sell and terms made
known by calling on or addressing,
W. H. Parham,
aNTF.I)--A colored porter at
'Tlayes.:Drug Co. Seventh and 13-road=
way.
Dissolution Notice.
The firm of Michelson Brothers,
-composed of. M. J. and S.
son, and doing business at 123 South
Second street, Paducah, Ky., is this
day dissolved, S. J. Michelson retir-
ing from business and MI. J. Michel-
son continuing the business. All
debts due the firm will he collected
by M. J. Michelson and all debts due
by the firm will be paid by him.
Signed this day, hily 17, 5905.
t M. J. MICH E L SO N.
S. J. MICHELSON.
TAKE
Lemon Chill Tonic
For that Tired Feel-
ing, Loss of Appetite,
Nervous—Der:Wes s i on
and Spring Fever.
Guaranteed to cure
Chills and Fever. For
sale by All Drug Stores
Price 50c per Bottle.
LOCAL NEWS
L--Mr. and Mks. Hal Sullivan have
a new son at their home.
° ind Mrs. Jack Sanders, of
Tennessee steeet, have a new boy
baby,
--Thaathermomieter went to 99 yes-
terday. Today's indicatkns are for
continued warm weather, with clear
skies.
—Mi. Louisa !largo- ye and Mr.
Forward Wilkerson were married yes-
terday afternoon by Justice A. N.
Sears.
—Washington dispatches yesterday
stated that August 15th there would
be discontinued the postoffice at Ep-
person, in ,the county, on acount of
the free rural delivery cavering the
territory served by the postoffice.
---,Mrs. C. B. Brantley, of ttto Mad
isson street, gave birth to a girl baby
Monday night. Her husband died
several weeks ago of cancer at the
Kansas City .infarmary and was
brought her, for burial.
The Sonthern Pacific danpany is
looking for a sste fpr a big electric
plant which it will construct along
the Truckee river. The plant ia to
be used for boring a five mile tunnel
thitglaeghatbe Sierra Nevada moun-
'tattl
Personal Mention.
Mr. J. J. Dufour, the New York
drummer, arrived here yesterday
morning. .-
Mr. J. L. Kilgore returned. from
tandersoo, -Ind., yesterday morning.
lijr. Conn Linn, of Murray, is in
the city.
Mr. Bud Ezell, of Murray, is in the
City on business.
Judge D. G. Park has returned
from spending several days at May-
field.
Mrs. C. B. Pirtle, of Hampton ave-
nue, has gone to Metropolis for a
several weeks' visit.
Mr. Louis Clark. wife and child
have gone to Creal Springs for a so-
journ and during their absence Mr.
Mann Clark is managing the former's
grocery store on South Second.
Dr. Thomas Moss, of Woodville,
was here yesterday preparing to
leave shortly for San Francisco from
which place he sails Tor the Philip-
pine islands to take the place of sur-
geon in the constabularar. He leaves
in about ten day,.
County Clerk George Landrum, of
Sinithland,.. arrived in the city yester-
day on business.
Miss Floy Pendley returned yester-
day from sojourning at Dawson.
Mrs. Ella Hanson, of Longview,
Texas, arrived yesterday to visit Mrs.
James Quarles.
Mrs. George Willow left yesterday
for Council Blatt Iowa, to vi,it rel-
atives.
Miss Katie Thielman returned yes-
terday from visiting in the county, ac-
companied by her cousin, Miss Daisy
Chambers, who wiii! visit her a few
weeks. .
'Mr. R. L. Tate, wife and child,
went to Dawson yesterday for a
Week and after that Mrs. Tate and
son go to Louisville and Mr. Tate
returns here.
Nfra. Samuel Edwards and son
have returned from visiting in Ful-
ton.
Mrs. Charles Sotbblefield Ns gone
to Mayfield to visit her parent-. Mr.
and Mks. Jerry Reasor.
Mis% Leil Scott; of Trenton. Tenn..
is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Sallie Da-
Miss Blanche Rappo'ae. of Smith-
land, is visiting Mrs. Gilbert Presa-
nen. •
Mr. Thomas Be'' went to Cynthi-
ana. Ky., this rrenaling for a visit.
Mrs. John Crider tas gone to
Mayfield to vis't tor parents. Mr. and
Mrs. W. D. Lowery.
Mr. M. G-assham, of Salem. Liv-
ingston county, i- here having treat-
ed his ear 'hat was injured by escap-
ing %tear), while he was standing in
Front of • mill there.
Mr. li T. Scharlack, of Centralia.
Ill.. will be here in a few days to see
if he cainot arrange for some fall
races la re, he being a well known
turf pee aioter.
Mris Theresa Gilbert, of Mobile,
Ala • i. here visiting relatives.
Circu t Clerk John C. Parsons, of
Surithla-4, passed through here yes-
terday el route to the circuit cleric's
conventi ,n at Grayson Springs.
,Misses Blanche Hills, Lucile Crip-
pen and Marjorle Scott and Messrs.
Miorton Hand and Frank Davis re-
turned last nit lit from making the
round trip to Cairo aboard the Dick
Fowler.
Manager A. L. Joynen, of the tel-
ephone company. returned from Par-
is, Tenn., fast night.
Mr. E. J. LaGore and wife go to
Tennessee today for a visit
Mr. Samuel Thompson has gone to
Evansville to locate.
Mors. Thomas Midden. of St: Louis,
arrived yesterday to visit Mrs. Lottie
Flurribrm.
Mesdames Lee Crane and Lee
Stewart went to Cincinnati to visit.
Mr. M. K. Rice and wife, of Daw-
son, are visiting here.
Mrs. Mattie Farris. Mrs. Don Stalls
-and daughter, of Terrell, Ark., are
visiting Mrs. Palm Beatty, of South
Eleventh.
Miss Mary White went to Evans-
ville and Calhoun county. iii5d., yes-
terday to visit.
Miss Mattie Underwood, of Ow-
ensbono, is visiting her uncle, Mr.
Charles Richardson, the banker of
West Broadway.
Mr. Edward Thurman, of the St.
Nicholas, goes to Dawson today.
;Mrs. C A. Norwell and daughters
return in a few days from visiting in
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Mr. J. E. Atkinson and wife and
son go to Itsica. Miss., today to so-
journ, and may locate there.
'Mi-s Carrie Saffatrans, of Memphis,
Tenn., arrived yesterday to visit
Miss Mae Orme.
•Mr. Jamie Brooks went to Minne-
sota last night.
Miss Gertrude Champlain, of Jack-
sonville, Fla.. went to Natural
Bridge, Va , yesterday after visiting
Misa Ethel Brooks.
Electrical Inspector W. J. Gitostiorf
has returned from Toledo, Ohio.,
where he was joined by his wife, who
can* here with him.
Mira Caroline Elizabeth Monell,
the grand daughter of John Adams,
the second pressident of the United
States. ba,s just died at her home at
Fishkill Landing, N. Y.. aged 90
yraes. Mrs. Moonell had been mar-
ried twice and heft one daughter
In the yards of the New York Cen-
tral at Rochester, N Y., a collision
between two freight trains resulted
in the death of two trainmen and the
destruction of much railway stock.
tall Officers
MANGUM LODGE OF ODD FEL-
LOWS INSTALLS TOMOR-
ROW NIGHT.
The Sub-Committee of City Demo-
cratic Committee Did Not Meet
—Gatherings of Others.
Tomorrow night Mangum lodge of
Odd Fellows meets for the purpose
of installing their newly elected offi-
cers who were chosen three weeks
ago, but never inducted into office on
account of the illness of several of
the officials.
Did Not Meet.
The city democratic committee's
sub-committee did not meet last eve-
ning at the office of Chairman W. E.
Berry on account of business detain-
ing several. They will gather tonight
and fix the entrance fees to be charg-
ed for each candidate that enters the
democratic primary August 21st.
Automobile Club.
The Paducah Autonnbile club la-t
evening -postponed until tonight the
sessioa they will hold at the Commer
cial club headquarters on South
Fourth street. There will be com-
pleted at this time the arrangements
for the trip to Fulton, Mayfield and
Murray overland next Sunday.
Gun Club.
The members $f the Gun club gath
cr tomorrow afternoon at their Wal-
lace park traps and hold their week-
ly shoot.
Y. M. C. A. Cada&
Last evening the directors of the
Y. M. C. A. held a joint. meeting
with the women's committee and talk
ed over the work el the association
for the coming months They ad-
journed with the underatanding that
separate sessions be held by those
bodies' right away, and then another
joint gathering be held Friday night
for the purpose of taking definite ac-
tion on different questions, one the
employment of a physical director
for the gymnasium work. Tomorrow
night the association gives its big
excursion on the Dick Fowler and
aeveral hundred people are going.
Board of Works.
The board of public works meets
this afternoon in regular session at.
their chamber in the city hall.
Aldermen Tomorrow.
The aldermen hold their regular
session tomorrow evening _for the
transaction of all business, while to-
night only the impeachment charges
against City Jailer Evicts come up.
PRINCE PHILLIP
WANTS ',DIVORCE.
- - ---
Enters Suit Against Princess Louise
—Would Cut Off Allowance.
Gotha Duche of Saxe-Coburg and
Gotha, July i8.--Prince Phillip, of
Saxe-Coburg and Gotha today filed
with the provincial court a petition
for a divorce from his wife, the Prin-
cess Louise, of Saxe-Coburg and
Gotha.
Princess Louise is theeldest daugh-
ter of the king of the Belgians. In
1897 she eloped with Count Von Mat
assich-Keglevitch, a lieutenant of
Austroan cavalry. Her subsequent
confinement in a sanitarium and
cape from her attendants caused a
sensation. A medical commission in
Paris recently declared the princess
to be sane, and two days later it was
announced that Prince Phillip bad de
cided to bring proceedings for a di-
vorce, which, should he win, would
relieve him of paytng the princess the
allowance of $15,000 yearly upon
which she had been living in Paris.
On the other hand, it was pointed out
that winning the suit also might be
disadvansageous to the prince, as the
princess might put in a counter-claim
on account of her confinement in a
aanitarium.
LOAN SUBSCRIBED
SEVERAL TIMES.
New York, July . 18.—Subscribers
to the !Vest Japanese loan in this
country will be notified of the shares
allotted to them on Wednesday. The
amount of $50,0oonoo was several
times over subscribed. Only small
investors will receive the full share.
The large ,vbscribers will he scaled
on from so to 75 per cent on the
amount asked.
Mr. Rehkopf Caned.
Realizing that the city is in vast
need of such progressive and un-
biased young business men of energy
and ability to take charge of the gov-
ernment reins, and believing his past
excellent and clean record has met
the unanimous approval of everybody
the many friends of Councilman John
G. Rehkopf urge that he permit the
use of his name for re-election at the
coming primary to the position he
now holds in the public board. AA -
s ur i ng you of election by a hand-
some majority, we are
PADUCAH BUSINESS MEN.
The municipal and county ticket
latelybegun by the City club for Lot/
and Jefferson county was Tufa
day night completed by the repub-
licans of the city and county and a
complete coalition mules. The dem-
ocrats have the heads of the two tick
ets and the republicans the majjor
parts of tbe tickets.
River Ripplings.
Stages Yesterday.
Cairo, 30.4, 0.3 fall.
Chattanooga, 7.3, 1.9 fall.
Cincinnati, 20.4, 0.5 fall.
Evansville, 11.2, o.6 fall.
'Florence 7.6, o6 fall.
Johnsonville 9.6, 2.1 rise.
Louisville 7.4, 1.3 rise.
Carmel 5.2, 0.5 fall.
Nashville 10.4, 0.3 fall.
'Pittsburg 3.2, o.8
Davis Island Dam 5.4, 0.9 fall.
St. Louis missing,
Mt. Vernon 11.2, 0.5 fall.
Paducah 16.9, cat rise.
There gets away for Cairo this
morning at 8 o'clock the steamer
Dick Fowler which comes back to-
night about 11 o'clock.
The Joe Fowler is today's packet
in the Evansville trade. She comes
in from there this morning and.gets
out immediately on her return trip.
This afternoon at 5 o'clock there
gets out for the Tennessee river the
steamer Clyde. She comes back here
again next Monday night.
The Kentucky will come out of
the Tennessee river late tomaierow
night and lay here until Saturday af-
ternoon at 5 o'clock before getting
out on her return trip.
The Reuben Dunbar comes in to-
day from Clarksville and leaves im-
mediately for Nashville.
The Rees Lee gets to Louisville
tomorrow, Cincinnati the next day,
and leaves the Queen City Saturday
afternoon en route back this way.
The City of Saltillo gets away from
St. Louis this afternoon at 5 o'clock
on her initial trip and reaches here
Friday morning en route to the Ten-
nessee river.
The Peters Lee will get to Mem-
phis tomorrow and leaves there Fri-,
day on her way back to Cincinnati.
She gets here Sunday on her way up.
The City of Memphis will get to
St. Louis today from the Termessee
river, and leave there tomorrow after
noon on hr return this way.
The City of Savannah will pas- out
of the Tennessee river late tomorrow
night bound back towards St. Louis.
The towboat Margaret came in yes
terday from the Tennessee river with
a tow of ties which she moored at
Owen's island.
The Fritz got away for New Or-
leans.
The Lyda will be off the marine
ways today or tomorrow, having
teen thoroughly overhauled.
HEROIC CONDUCT
OF JAPANESE CREW.
Face Certain Death With Fortitude
—Many Lives Lost
New York, July il3.--The story of
the loss of the Japanese cruiser Take
sago in December and only publish-
ed since the destruction of Rojest-
vensky's fleet, is a military classic.
After the Tokosago struck a mine
and began to sink the crew assem-
bled in perfect order on the upper
deck, there to await the battle with a
stormy sea and death.
Capt. lahibaahi ordered every man
to use a life belt and directed that no
one jump overboard until the ship
actually sank. The crew then joined
in singing the national anthem, cheer
ing the emperor, and last they sang
"Gallant Salton!'" their solo vebees
ringing otkl, above the storm. After
that, as a relaxation, the men were
allowed to smoke, and thus they went
calmly to their deaths.
Of the soo men who went down
with the Tokosago only am were res
cued.
VERY LOW RATES TO MT-
EAGLE, TENN .
Tickets at one fare plus 25 cents
for. the round trip will be on sale July
14,15, 17, 23, 24, Aug. 5, 6, 7, recount
Bible Training school, limit August
31st. Also July 29, 31 and August
tst account Woman's Congress, limit
August 16th. ,
iMonteagle is one of the most de-
lightful auttamer resorts in the south,
located in the Cumberland 'mountains,
over 2,000 feet above the sea.
Write for N, C. & St. L. Summer-
Folder. W. L. DANLEY, Gen.
Pass. Agent, Union station, Nash-
ville, Tenn.
Card of Thanks.
To the friend, and acquaintances
who Ito kinday asosised it.. in the hour
of °do sad experience in the recent
sickness and death of our little girl
Elsie, we wish to extend to them our
Most ?sincere thankta and assure them
that then- kind efforts will ever be
gratefully remembered. by us so long
as we five.
MIR. AND MRS ED. ALEXANDER.
Tadtwah, Ky., July 18, toos.
Cause of the Row.
(Philadelphia Press.)
Mks. Popley—For goodhess saber
What's the matter with Willie?
'Me. Popley f from the bathroom)—
Oh, he wants the earth.
Mrs Popley—Wlants the earth?
Popley—Yes; at least that pivr,-
tion of it that I'm trying to wash
off his hands and face.
It was expected by the opponents
of the government that there would
be an early dissolution of the Eng-
lish parliamient, but it is announced
that nothing of the kind it likely be-
fore next month The opposition is
therefore discouraged. _„1
this is tour
Lucky Day
There's a pleasant surprise ready for you right ncw—just atep to
nearest bar and ask for a glass of
Belvedere
Che Master Brew
There's a wealth of happiness in every drop. It cools, refreshes
and satisfies. It's a revelation of what can be produced when the
choicest, purest malt hops are brewedt-Fejxperts.
' 461(0 70
Up to Dateness.
is a leading characteristic of
Warner's Rust Proof/
CORSETS fr:v
With the utmost care has the design-
er studied the newest styles in gowns,
and the result is a corset whose lines
conform accurately to those of the cos-,
tume a la mode.
The finest quality of webbing a:#
"Security" rubber button tips are 
ur. 
in the supporters which equip the new-
est expression of correct style: WAR-
NER'S RUST PROOF HOSE SUP-
PORTER MODELS.
$1.00 to $3.50 per pair..
L B. Ogilvie Co.
AGENTS FOR BUTTERICK PATTERNS
Ask Your Grocer ,.
For KEVIL'S
ARISTOCRAT FLOUR
The Standard Flour
The World, .
DROWNED IN LICKING RIVER,
Moorehead, Ky., Pay i8.—Pro.
Allen Kegley, of Elliott county, who
had been teaching at Slatty Poiwt,
this county, While bathing in Licking
river last night got into deep water,
and, being{ unable to swim, was
drowned before his friends could
come to his aid. His body was
found Ws morning and sent to his
home.
The police, on the detective work
of the New York Charity club, have
forested six professional beggars. All
the beggars were deckrest to be prop-
city holders with bank accounts.
They will be prosecuted,
4
1
STEAMER TURNICD
Wabasha, Minn., July 18.-- o'Vae
steamboat Clyde of Stillwater shag
struck by a tornado opposite Min-
nesisa Monday, turned completely- I
over and sank in eighteen feet of wai-
ter. The crew eitaped. The boat is
a total loss.
Gen. W. W. Riackmar, commanderv
in-Ithief of the G. A. R. is den* is-
Boise City. In He lived in Roston
and was takes ill vebile tourinp some
Western states. John R. KOlg, of
Washingtam, _senior vice commander.
succeeds Ihe'decesed.
—subscribe for the Register,
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